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Consider
a great roof system

right up

Risley

treatrnents.

Planners, Consultants,

: Panels met both of those needt and the budget.

fCl's tvletal Roof System such an attractive For information on the
roofing buy, also make it ideal for architec- colors and metals available,

CclrTlPctnents Name

send me more information onyour metal roofing system.

--, 
- -Builder/Contractot_'- 

---*-Architect rtt . .r,

G

pO. Drawer C. Staffo.d {Houston} Texas 77477,713/499-5611. Offices and Plants; Houston, IX, Amarillo, TX, Jemison, At, Lockeford, C&
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ls it architecture . . . sculpture . . . prodatct . ?

Another collaboration :

architect's vision

client's pleasure

potter's knowledge

and lacility -

makes possible a

unique creation .

A ceramic handrail

fabricated to fit
curving and straight
walls. . . beginning

and ending parrallel

to floor landings -

two flights on different

inclines - extruded

and glazed. from same

clay and glazes as

used in 6" x 6" tile.

Photographyi Bita Magidson
Prolecl: L A. Times Northridge.William Pererra Associates

400 GATE 5 FTOAD . SAUSALTTO, CALTFOF|NTA 9.4965 . 141:O1 332_3732
Citcle 202 on Rerder lnqutry C.rd
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Center Slreet Parking Structure, Anaheim Development Project, Alpha Plan, Architect: Group Forum Associales, Masonry Contractor: Masonry Builders

Challenqe
reflecting tne OeEIgn

I
I Design a parking structure SOlUtiOn: Higgins 5,,and 8,, Ho low Brick
excel ence of its architectural

environment.

Center, Fliverside, Enterprises, lnc., Masonry Winegardner Masonry

Chatlengel Design a medicatorrice
facility of distinclrve high quality on a controlled
budget.

SOlUtiOn: Hisgins 5,, Holow Brick

Whatever the building type, Higgins Hoilow
Brick often is the best solution to meeting a
design challenge. The high strength of this brick
together with the ease and speed of building
single wythe reinforced walls makes it ideal for
use on the preJabricated panel-designed Center
Street Parking Structure in Anaheim, California.
The three different shades in "Earthtone" com-
plement the use of brick in other buildings in
the Anaheim Redevelopment Area and, together
with the dimensional design center by Nelson

Behrend, gives a common parking structure an
uncommonly striking architectural appeal.

The Higgins 5" Hollow Brick also comple-
ments the creativity of Shamma Enterprises,
lnc., whose design projects a quality image for
the Parkview Medical Center in Riverside,
California. Use of this through-the-wall structural
unit resulted in significant savings for this
project.

Call Higgins when you want a natural solution
for your architectural challenges.

Higgins Brick
1845 Elena Avenue, Redondo Beach, CaliforniaSOZTT

(213)772-2813

Circle 203 on Reader lnquiry Card
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Architeoture
Galilornia
On the Boards for 1985

The Origins of
lnspiration
lVay/June
Highlights the sources of design
inspiration identified by architects at
the Monterey Design Conference,
February 23-24, 1985.

The Goast
July/August
Considers the impact of coastal
development and the unique
architectural styles generated by
the coastal environment.

Gultural lnfluences
in Design
September/October
Re-evaluates the diverse cultural
influences of California's melting pot
society on indigenous architecture.
This issue celebrates the 40th Annual
Convention of the California Council,
The American lnstitute of Architects.

Architects' Studios
November/December
Presents a rare look into the design
environments of California's architects,
and the elements involved in design-
ing creative work spaces.

ET

nnwznE

33O/6 lrsucr
To subscribe, send check to
Architecture California
1303 J Street, Suite 200
Sacramento, CA 95814
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Designers choose
Ro-Tile concrete
floor tile for style
in shape, style in
color, style in
appearance-plus
great performance.

Shopping centers ancl malls
strive for the perfect tenant mix
that produces maximum foot
traffic-lots of foot traffic.

Ro-Tile produces the clense,
non-skicl, low maintenance floor
tiles that stancl up beautifully
under that healy foot traffic.

Durability alone, however, is not enough. Aesthetic
appeal is equally important in such a stylish atn-rosphere.

Ro-Tile floor tiles are a very cost-effective
specification to enhance any overall theme. They're
steam-cured, strong, dense, low-absorbing, and
long-wearing. Ro-Tile floor tiles are available in squares,
hexagons and rectangles to meet any interior or
exterior clesign treatment. And I I exclusive Ro-Tile
colors aclcl the richness to the shade and texture
variations that are an inherent part of the natural beauty
of classic floor tiles.

Ro-Tile floor tiles are always part of the fashion parade

Sak's tlfth Avenue
San Dlego, CA

Polyneslan Cultural
Center
[ale, Hawaii

See our Ro-IIle (9.18/Ro) and Ro-Brlck
(4.7/Ro-t) catalogs in Sweet's.

lnc.

.z'

1625 South Stockton Street
P.O. Box 417, Locli, CA 95241
zo9t334-t3ao
Outside California: 800/344-3200
Ro-Tile ancl Ro-Brick are registered trademarks of Ro-Tile lnc.
Circlc 204 oo Readar lnqulry Ca,d
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Cabot's Stains.. .better protection because they penehate deeper. It's

*tlirl:5::3:!:l',?::lB:1,:?,ff ?lilt['i,xt?3,,'::i&b?c_qtrpt,s'
Eichler St., Dept. 630, Haywaid, Cn g+sss. StainS
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TI LEPORCETAIN

MclnTyre Tile . PO Box 14 .

2960 Airway Arenue, Costa

8914 Beverly Blvd., Los

cA 94804

WALKER & ZANCER 1832 Blvd.,

1201 Bridgeway,

NORSTAD POTTERY 253 So.25th

CERAMICUS

213-245-6927

213-278-8664

3129 Fite Circle, Sacramento, CA95827
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With it. vou could
desien-tfre most
bearitfnl.

Duraflake(o FR is America s only
Class I fire-raled particleboard.

Which opens all kinds of doors
when you're faced with a strict fire
code. Now everything you design
under normal conditions from
particleboard - waII systems,
counters, work stations, or
fumiture-can be designed from
Duraflake FR.

What are Duraflake FRs
advantages over fi re-resistant
plywoods? Plenty

Duraflake FR has none ofthe
bad habits of treated pllnroods
It doesn't warp, delaminate

Its more machinable.
It has a smoother, more

uniform surface that forms a
superior bond with fine veneers,
laminates and vinyls.

And it costs a lot less.
So the next time you're looking

for a substrate that can offer you
some real fire insurance, specify
Duraflake FR.

Anytfung less and you could be
playrng with fire.

For more information on

Duraflake FR, its properties and
applications, call our sales office at
(503) 928-3341. Or, for a frec
viewing of our lO-minute, ll7-inch
VHS video tape on Duraflake FR,
write us on your company
letlerhead.
UL Ltsted- Data Avallable

Flame
Smoke Developed - 25

Duraflake'
Willamette lndustries, lnc.
Building Materials Group
Duraflake Division
PO. Box 428
Albany, Oregon 97321
(503) 928-3341
Member ol the National Particleboard Assmiation

or bleed chemicals.

Clrcle 207 on Reader lnqulry Card
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EorronraL

A financial backer of a magazine

A ernpi.. I formerly *.o,."Fo. n.u.,
,!. Lcould understand the working
process of the creative staff. An accountant
by rade and disposition, Ted believed
that if you weren't visibly producing
receipts at all times, you weren't working.
One day he chanced through the editorial
department when most of us were on
deadline. \)7hat he saw unhinged him.

One editor rolled sheet after sheet of
paper into his typewriter, frantically
pounded the keys for a few minutes,
then roared "(expletive deleted)" as he
ripped the paper out of the machine and
drop-kicked it into a pile of prose oumpled
on the floor.

Our most intense editor simply assumed
an autistic state until her article sprang
forth, full blown, Iike Athena from the
head of Zeus.

Ted, seeing his fortgne flash before his
eyes, made a beeline for the publisher's
office and demanded that all the editors
be fired immediately. "They're doing
nothing," he bleated.

\X/hat Ted never understood is that
nothing is precisely the point from which
creation derives. God, after all, is alleged
to have created the world out of nothing.

Doing no thing is fundamental to the
creative process. As Lao Tzu observed,
"Something and Nothing produce each
other." Certainly the accumulation of
data to fan the creative fire is an inter-
active task, as is the production of that
which is created. But "productive" is

lnterlude

only a secondary meaning for the word
" creative."

The act of creation-the synthesis of
information and inspiration that spawns
an original thought or form-requires
stillness. Silencing the clamor of daily
routine, of habit, allows the suspension
of the conditioned mind and the emer-
gence of a conscious state receptive to
inspiration. Perhaps the world was creared
in a mere seven days because the telephone
hadn't been invented yet.

Finding quiet time may be the most
difficult aspect of the crearive process.
Most creative professionals are slaves to
their pocket calendars. Somewhere in
the procession of contracted deadlines,
they expect inspiration to appear, like
Santa down the chimney, to animate their
work and invest it with the power to
move the intellect and stir the emotions
of all who experience the end product of
their creativity. If the divine synapse fails
to materialize on schedule, they settle for
an adequate solution.

But a few creative professionals court
their muse, and dally with her. Seduced
by the world's rich diversity, they stray
from the known to the supposed. They
become catalysts through whom the rhy-
thms of barrio patois are reconciled with
Mahler, the order inherent in an ecosystem
with the UBC, pure geometry with the
foibles of human desire. \iX4ren their recep-
tivity is graced with talent, they give the
lie to the pessimistic ecclesiastic who
pronounced: All is vanity, and nothing is

new under the sun.
Not much zi new, of course. \Vhich

may be why over 700 architects and design
professionals escaped the tyranny of their
calendars to ponder the sources of inspira-
tion at this year's Monterey Design Con-
ference. The Design Conference is one of
the few legitimate business expenses that
enables an architect to per a bat ray while
listening to colleagues dissect their work,
their clients, their design processes, and-
over drinks-each other.

Inspiration proved to be a provocative
subject. As Paul Rudolph observed, "To
speak of one! inspiration is rather like
undressing in public." The speakers laid
bare their body ofwork, and a few revealed
their souls. In tidy journalistic fashion,
this issue contains a sample of the ideas
and the architecture presented at Monterey.
\Xtrat it does not conrain is a sense of the
place which fansformed a conference
about inspiration into an inspirational
interlude.

The Asilomar Conference Center, de-
signed with exquisite sensibility by Julia
Morgan, is a harmony of natural and
built environmenrs. The grounds are a
sanctuary. Those who came to Asilomar
to communicate and learn were fruitfully
engaged. Those who came in search of
inspiration found a dew-cloaked fawn
grazing in a shaft of morning sun.

The archaic meaning of "inspiration"
is "to breathe." This year at Asilomar, we
breathed deeply of fresh, sea-washed air.

-JF
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managef?
The secret of a successful architectural
practice is combining good design with
good financial management. Unfortu-
nately, many design firm principals find
themselves stretched thin trying to do

both-and not doing their be$ at either.

Harper and Shuman, Inc. can

help-with CFMS, the most compre-
hensive, fu lly integrated computer-
based financial management system for
architectural firms. CFMS was created

by, and specifically for, design profes-

sionals, and is sponsored by the Ameri-
can Institute of fuchitects.

*CFtr'lS 
is a Registered Trademark joirrtll'owned b.v Harper

and Shuman, Inc. and the American Institute 0ftuchitects

Service Corporation.

Harper and Shuman, Inc. has over 10

vears of experience working with more

than 400 design firms throughout the

United States andCanada. The CFMS

package has been designed as an inte-

Harper and Shuman
and 0I'MS*

grated system that will provide for all
the financial management needs of
design firm practice-in project cost

control as well as general accounting.

CFMS is supported through com-
prehensive documentation, s.vstems

design and custom programming. 0n-
site consultation, in-h0use seminars,

classroom training sessions and phone-

in consultation are available from
Harper and Shuman's $aff of skilled

fi nancial management specialists.

Vhether your firm is large or small,

Harper and Shuman has the right prod-

uct and service options t0 meet your

needs-from MICRO/CFMS software for
operating on in-house microcomputers

like the IBM PC or DEC Rainboq to

CFMS software for DEC VAX or Prime.

0r, use our low cost timesharing ser-

vices as aneasi way to get started.

Harper and Shuman, Inc. can help

with the financial management-
the good design is up to you!

Call us today for more information.

Harper and Shuman Inc.
68 Moulton Street

Cambridge, Massachusens 02138

617 /492-4410

525 Third Street

San Francisco, California 94107

415/543-5885
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ARouNo rHe Srarr

Socred Heort

MoNrenr,y Bay

Three restorations and three
private residences, as well as a

conference center, garnered awards
from the Monterey Bay Chapter/
AIAt 1984 Honor Arvards Program

SRN FpnNlNoo VALLEy

A diversity of architecture from
commercial high tech to "romantic
and playful" homes was recognized
in the Honor Awards program of
the San Fernando Valley Section of
the Los Angeles Chapter/AlA.
Seven Awards for Excellence and 12

Awards of Merit were chosen from
46 entries in 6ve separate categories.

The Lane Architectural Group of
Voodland Hills won an Award for
Excellence in the Visionary category
(projects under construction) for
the Navyt combat direction systems

facilities in San Diego. Awards of
Merit went to Bernkopf Designs,
'Woodland Hills for the Terry Resi-

dence; and two projects by Sam
\Wachts, AIA of Los Angeles, the
Linden Court Office Condominiums
in Sherman Oaks and the Westhills
Plaza Of6ce Complex in Woodland
Hills.

Bernkopf Designs won tu/o more
awards in the Residential category:
an Award for Excellence for the
Groch Home in Encino, and a

Merit Award for the James Owen
Residence in the Verdugo Moun-
tains. Other Merit Award winners
were Jurg Lang and Mary Nasteron-
ero, AIA of the Lang Partnership
for a residence in Sherman Oaks;
Gary Larson, AIA of Woodland
Hills for the Terra Invest II Resi-

dence; and Ken Lee, AIA of Sher-

man Oaks for the Mitchel Residence

h. Solinos. Architect: Belli' Christensen, AIA Cormel Residence, Richord Borret, AlA.

Two renovations by the 6rm Belli*
Christensen, AIA-a Victorian
residence and the Sacred Heart
Catholic Church, both in Salinas -
won Merit Awards. Citations were
given to Dennis A. Hodgin, AIA for
the Rose Residence in Seascape,

and to Davis Jacoubowsky Hawkins

#d

Associates for the Hyatt Regency
Conference Center in Monterey.
The iury consisted of former Salinas
Planning Commissioner Pat Bar-
bour, Paul Neel, FAIA and rJ7illiam

Patnaude, FAIA.

addition and remodel in Venice.
Gary Larson, AIA also won an

Award for Excellence in the Com-
mercial category for the "Focus on
the Family" Headquarters Building
in Arcadia. Another Award for
Excellence was given to the Toluca
Lake firm of Leidenfrost/Horowitz
& Associates for the Villa Gardens
Artifcial Kidney Center. Awards of
Merit went to Joe Railla, AIA of
Granada Hills for the Park Regency
Of6ce Building in Northridge; T.\XI

Layman Associates of Canoga Park
for rhe Bill Stein Office Building in
Culver City; and the Van Nuys 6rm
of Robbins, Bown and Hollander
for the Cole Romaine Commercial
Photographer Studio in Los Angeles
and for the Stephen lVise Temple
Administration Building in Bel Air.

The sole Award for Excellence in
the Civic category went to Leiden-
frost/Horowitz & Associates for the
Air Force Commissary Facility in El
Segundo (see Arcbitecture Califor-
nia, July/ August 1984\.

Awards for Excellence in the
Interiors category went to Leiden-
frost/Horowitz & Associates for the
design of UCLA's Hedrick Resi-
dence Hall Dining Room; to Lane
Architectural Group for the Perma-
bite Magnetics compurer facility in
Chatsworth; and to Thomas Berkes
of Woodland Hills for Cinema 7 in
rhe Palm Desert Torvn Center.

Jurors were Andrew Jonsich, AIA
and Barry Johns, AIA.

Honor awards were given to Richard
Barrett, AIA for a private residence
in Carmel; Hall, Goodhue, Haisley
and Barker for a private residence
in the Carmel Valley; and Shaw
Associates for the renovation of the
Highlands Inn Lodge (see Architec-
ture California, March/April, 1985).

Hedrick Resi Dining Room, UCLA. Architect: Leidenfrost/Horowitz & Associotes.

Groch ome, ncr n o. lect:

May{une 1985 Architecture California l}
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Nrws

Copitol Bonk of Commerce Center, Socromento. Architect: Doniel, Monn, Johnson ond Mendenholl.

forced concrete buildings.

Jurors were Bob Storchheim, Chair;

James E. Bihr, P.E.; Shirley Chilton;\X&it-
son 1$7 Cox, FAIA; Susan DeSantis;
Charles R. Imbrecht; and Robert C. Levy.

Tnp CollecE oF FELLours

The American Institute of Architects
has advanced 1J California architects to
the College of Fellows for their "notable
contributions to the profession." Among
those receiving the profession's highest
honor are

. Robert E. Allen, FAIA; BullVolk-
mann Stockwell; San Francisco
Chapter;

. Richard S. Bundy, FAIA; Ralph
Bradshaw/Richard Bundy & Asso-
ciates; San Diego Chapter;

. John Oliver Cotton, FAIA;
Kamnitzer & Cotton; Los Angeles
Chapter;

r Sam Davis, FAIA; East Bay Chapter;
. Albert A. Dorman, FAIA; Daniel,

Mann, Johnson & Mendenhall; Los
Angeles Chapter;

. Leonard G. Haeger, FAIA; Santa
Barbara Chapter;

. Robert S. Harris, FAIA; Dean,
School of Architecture, University of
Southern California; Los Angeles
Chapter;

. Sami Hassid, FAIA; San Francisco
Chapter;

. Harry M. Jacobs, Jr., FAIA; Harry
Jacobs FAIA Architect; East Bay
Chapter;

. Donald V/ayne Kennedy, FAIA;
Gensler & Associates; San Francisco
Chapter;

. Piero Nicole Patri, FAIA;\)Thisler-
Patri; San Francisco Chapter;

. Richard C. Peters, FAIA; Peters,
Clayberg and Caulfield; San Fran-
cisco Chapter; and

. Toshikazu Terasawa, FAIA; O'Leary
Terasawa tkahashi & De Chellis;
Los Angeles Chapter.

PnpsrnrNr HoNons
CRr-rroRNra Ancnrtrcts

The San Francisco firm of Backen,
Arrigoni and Ross, Inc. received one of
1l Presidential Design Awards, presented
by President Ronald Reagan at ceremonies
held recently in lWashington, D.C. The

CALBO HoNons Fonu
ANo FuNcrroN

The Annual Awards Program of the
California Building Officials (CALBO)
stesses both aesthetic appeal and ele-
ments of energy conservation, accessibil-
ity for the physically handicapped, sruc-
tural integrity and code compliance.

Awards of Excellence in the single
family category were presented to Kam-
ran Khavarani, AIA for an 11,000 square
foot mansion in Beverly Hills; and to
Richard Bliven, AIA for Reeves Con-
dominiums, also in Beverly Hills.

In the nonresidential lowrise category,
Stephen C. Burton won an Award of
Excellence for construction of the St.

-John The Evangelist Episcopal Church in
Chico. In the highrise category, two
Awards of Excellence were presented: to
Gensler and Associates for the ll0 North
Brand Building in Glendale; and to
Daniel, Mann, Johnson and Mendenhall
with the Capitol MallVenture for the
Capitol Bank of Commerce Center in
Sacramento.

Vitiello and Associates received an
Award of Excellence for the rehabilitation
of the 1912 Travelers Business Center in
Sacramento, one of the state's first rein-
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firm achieved recognition for its design
of The Gardens, a 186 unit residential
complex in San Mateo County that was
completed inl974 with funds provided
by the U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development (HUD).

The project was "a refreshing solution
to a difficult site problem," the iury com-
mented. "Given the insular quality of the
site and a lack of stimulating surrounding
environs, the designers elected to turn
inward and create a high density develop-
ment based on pedestrian circulation
spaces and private gardens."

The firm was chosen from 690 enries
for the first Presidential Design Awards,
a part of the National Endowment for
the Arts' Federal Design Improvement
Project. "\We've won many awards, but
this is probably the most prestigious,"
said Bob Arrigoni, AIA. His partner,
Howard Backen, AIA, who was principal-
in-charge of the project, confessed after
the ceremony: "I didn't vote for Reagan,
but I was real impressed."

Jurors were I.M. Pei, FAIA, chair;
Stephen Carr; Colin Forbes; Maria
Giesey; Richard Haag; Marvin Mass;
Henry Millon; George Nelson, FAIA;
Mario Salvadori, H-AIA; Adele Santos;

Arcbitects from around tbe country will
debate tbe most essential of architecturel
ualues at the 1985 AIA National Con-
uention in San Francisco, June 9-12th. To
registe4 contact Tbe American Institute of
Architects, 185 Neu York Auenue, N.VI,
Wasbington, DC,20006.

I

--f

n Moieo Couniy.
Archilect: Eocken, Arrigoni ond Ross, lnc.

Frank Stanton; Donald Stull, FAIA;Wil-
liam Turnbull, Jr., FAIA; and Lella Vig-
nelli.

BunorNc MonaroRruu
IN SANTA RoSA

Over 750 million gallons of treated
wastewater were illegally dumped by the
City of Santa Rosa into the Russian River
last February, causing an outcry over
water quality and environmental con-
cerns. In March, the North Coast Re-
gional V/ater Quality Control Board
(\7QCB) 6ned Santa Rosa $50,000 for
the illegal discharge. The \X/QCB further
imposed a ban on all sewer hookups to
the Santa Rosa-administered South Park
Sanitation District, which also includes
the cities of Sebastopol, Cotati, and
Rohnert Park. The action came at a long
and angry meeting in whichVQCB mem-
bers listened to scores of complaints
from downriver residents, who told of
their suffering during the rwo weeks that
the State health official declared the river
"off limits."

"There was no warning to residents,"
claims Tom Roth, a reporter for Santa
Rosa's TDe Paper."People got sick from
drinking the water. Chicken pox was
going through the community from kids
washing in the effluent. Fishermen were
expecting a really big steelhead season
this year. Now that's been completely
destroyed. One day, lots of people were
in the bait and tackle shop; the next day,
it was empty. Business is off. Resorts are

closed. The future is up in the air."
Building interests also were represented

at the hearing. Frank Denny of the Cali-
fornia Building Industry Association
reported to the WQCB that a prolonged
hookup moratorium could cripple the
building industry in the region, with
losses reaching as high as g2 million a

day. Redwood Chapter/AlA president
Ray Longman, AIA, in his presentation
to the WQCB, indicated that architects
"hadn't caused the problem, so they
should not be penalized for it. The Board
should instead look for positive solutions
rather than penalize an industry that is
not at fault."

The trouble began when Mother Na-
ture refused to cooperate with Santa
Rosa's plans to cut electric bills by pump-
ing less wastewater onto surrounding
farmlands. "They've been operating the
system to store the maximum amount of
water for later release in the winter
months, rather than irrigating the maxi-
mum amount of water," said Robert
Thncreto, a staff member of the \7QCB.
As a result, since 197t one month or less

of capacity remained in the storage ponds
at the start of each rainy season. Because
of the unusually long warm spell this
February, the safety margin proved too
small.

How long the sewer moratorium will
remain in effect is undecided as of this
writing. The\X/QCB will meet late in
April to hear the City's proposal on meas-
ures it plans to take to prevent a recur-
rence of the spill. "The City already has
access to 2,000 acres for irrigating, and
we are adding an additional 1,000 aoes,"
said Broy Rhea, Santa Rosa's Public
Works Director. "This means we will be
irrigating 150 million gallons every 20
days." If the City of Santa Rosa can show
the \X/QCB signed contracts for the ex-
panded irrigation and empty its storage
ponds before winter, the hookup
moratorium may be lifted, according to
sources at the \X/QCB.

But if the moratorium goes on, con-
sruction in the region could come to a

halt. "In the short term, the moratorium
u,ill have minimal impact on the construc-
tion industry," said Frank Denny. "But if
it goes on for one or rwo years, it would
be devastating."

-Kelly Collins

News continued on page 40
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STRENGTH
DESIGN:
A New Dimension
In Concrete Masonry Construction
faller, thinner concrete masonry walls at less cost. Strength Design is recognized by ICBO (see /CBO! Shorter shear walls. And no compromise in Technical Reports4'115 and4189). For more informa-
strength or safety tion on what Strength Design can mean to you, write

Strength Design gives designers a new freedom in or phone today. 9161920-4414.
the use of concrete masonry-allows architectural
and structural design freedom not permitted under GMIAGNI
the old working stress method.

Strength Design gives developers and contractors
cost advantages, more customer satisfaction.

83 Scripps Drive, Suite 303
Sacramento, CA 95825

For free report write
or phone today.
Circle 209 on Reader lnquiry Card
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Figure 1

GsrrrNc Bsvorlo rnr Osvrous

Bv Rospnr CRnapsEr-L

Fflhe impact of rhe photograph on
I the world is a very serious topic.

I tn many u'ays, the end product of
the design process of today is not the
building, iti the photograph. The building
is seen as merely the means to the photo-
graph-often seen as an unfortunately
inadequate means to the photograph.
The photograph is the artifact, the end
product which goes out into the world-
circling slide show of images that we all
live in.

People in Japan see the photograph of
a Richard Meier house in Connecticut
and the photo becomes the primary cul-
tural artifact, the end product. The house
as a house doesn't mean as much, cul-
turally. Maybe thatt the reason why
Richard Meier's early houses tend not to
sit on their physical sites, but to be white
sculptures that float half an inch off the
site on a cushion of air, because they are
going to be photographed and the photo-
graph will frame them and remove them
from the site.

The essence, the very nature of photog-
raphy is the removal of context. Framed
images lead us to think of our world not
as a connected physical realm, but as a
series of discrete images. We perceive
the world that way increasingly as a result
of photography. Vhen the architectural
magazines switched from black and white
photography to color photography, archi-
tectural fashion shifted immediately away
from the kind of beetle-browed archi-

Figure 2

tecture of, say, Boston City Hall, which
looks marvelous in black and white photo-
graphs. Instantly we had supergraphics
and post-modernism with its emphasis
on surface rather than volume, instead of
the great shadowed depth of the Cor-
busian architecture which was fashionable
in the black and white photographs.
There's a feedback relaiionship, an in-
tense embrace, a symbiotic interdepen-
dence between the photograph and the
architect which, I think, is undeniable.
\fle all feel it's very unfortunate, but we
are all trapped by it.

The real-life experience of a building
is not particularly visual. You walk into a
church in a hill town in Italy and the first
thing vou are aware of is the uneven floor
that has been made into a kind of land-
scape by so many people walking on it
over the centuries. There's that dank,
musty smell that's characteristic of the
interiors, and it's chilly compared to the
outside. There's the smell of candles.
Somebody is starting a motorcycle out-
side, which makes you feel you're in a

sanctuary. Your knees are tired because
you've climbed the hill. The whole ex-
perience is much more complicated than
anything that can ever be captured in a
photograph. You are aware of everlthing
that you have passed through, of the
church's relationship to other churches
that you have seen, and of the church as

the expression of a culture. And then, as

you begin to move down the nave, the
space around you continuously reconfig-
ures itself as you experience it kinetically.

Today we build art museums in Ameri-
can cities in much the same v/ay that the
French built cathedrals in their cities in
1100. The city art museum is where more

architectural energy and more cultural
energy is poured than in any other
building. The church from the Middle
Ages was the place where light and space
and congregation and worship came
together as they come together in our
culture, as Nietzsche so amazingly pre-
dicted, in the art museum. I make this
comparison because this kind of aware-
ness of an architectural type and its place
in society is another nonvisual part of the
experience of a building.

Two years ago, the editors of the Har-
uard Architectural Reuiew held a com-
petition about the sources of inspiration
in history. An important place in Harvard
is Quincy Street, along which are a series
of famous monuments in American archi-
tecture. The competition was to design a
gate at the entrance to this museum of
architecture. The poster announcing the
competition is shown in Figure 1. The
submission labeled Figure 2 wasn't
noticed by the jury until the second day
of deliberations. The jury thought that
somebody, as a joke, had submitted the
competition poster. But the enffant
changed the competition poster by draw-
ing in the rest of Harvard yard-the
poster had only the street, as if the street
u/ere the center of something with archi-
tecture on both sides.

This entrant also provided a text that
said there should be no gate in this loca-
tion. I think he meant that gates are fo1
armies to march under, for machine guns
to be mounted on. Gates are to divide
town from gown, which in fact is what
this location does. Gates, in short, have
meaning beyond their existence as imagery.
Gates have no appropriateness to the
social and cultural situation that we find

ure 3
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First Church ol the Nazarene.
Architsl: Gaede/Alcorn & Associatos

Prefinished metal roofing systems

Save installation time and cost
while providing a lasting architectural finish.

Available in twelve colors

and over ten different styles.

Standing seams
Batten seams
Mansard frames
Equipment screens
Bermuda shakes

Rustic shakes
Victorian shakes
Spanish tile
Sotlit
Facades

DELTA THERM ING.

lIf 1625 Bemuda Lane, San Jose, CA 95112/(408) 280-7278
Outside California call toll lree 1-800-231-8127

l.rada. I.nut.cturlng Co.

on this site at Harvard
And, the entrant asks, did you notice

that at the top of your poster there al-
ready is a g te, designed by McKim,
leading into Harvard Yard? That gate is
always locked. All you have to do is de-
molish Lamont Library, build a new 

'

library, reopen McKim's gate into the
semi-private precinct of the Yard, and
leave the street as a public street where
ordinary people who don't have Harvard
ueritas badges can continue to walk up
and down without feeling they've entered
some private turf. \X4ren the jury finally
got hold of this entry, they had seen a
hundred entries like Figure l. This was
the only submission that did not have a
gate in it, so the jury immediately awarded
it first prize.

Susannah Torre, one of the jurors, was
the first to point out that Figure 3 is a
wonderful example of the crisis of archi-
tecture today. This person, dealing with
the issue of precedent and invention, has
gone back and drawn a picture of just
about every gate ever designed in history.
Somewhere in there is the actual design
that was proposed by this person, but it
doesn't matter because you can't tell it
from all of the others.

If we regard the world in a purely
visual way, we will find ourselves in the
state of apparent indecision like the
designer of Figure 3, compulsively grind-
ing out gate after gate after gate. There is
no reason to choose one gate over another
if you are thinking visually only. The
person who won the competition looked
at the problem not as a visual, but as a

real-world, holistic problem.
A problem for a lot of us in architecture

is that we have come to see the past as a

slide show. In fact, v/e are living in a
present world that is, to a large extent, a

slide show. lWe drive in our automobiles
and images project onto the windshield,
which is the size and shape of the tele-
vision screen. \7e find ourselves in this
kind of moving media receiver going
through the world with the stereo on and
the images flashing on the windshield.
Living in a world that, to an incredible
extent, is a media creation. The person
who is living in a permanent slide show
may arrive at a state of paralysis in which
a design gesture is impossible. \J7e must
look for our sources of inspiration not
merely in imagery, but in a general and
ethical understanding of climate, culture,
society, economics and as much of the
world as we can understand.

Architect Robert Canpbell is arcbitecture
critic for the Boston Globe. This article
uas excerpted frorzt extemporaneous remarks
made at tbe Monterey Design Conference.
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MICRO-GOTTA-

!t the beauty is timeless, it should be made to last ouer time.

lf the architectural detail and ornamenta-
tion called for on your new building or
restoration project is of timeless beauty,
create (or re-create) it with Micro-cotta.

Micro-cotta is a lightweight, proprietary,
polymer-based composite concrete that
can be used to create the delicate relief
work, color, interior and exterior orna-
mentation and subtle patterning of terra-
cotta. The molds and tooling for any shape

or detail you can imagine are derived
directly from your originals or blueprints,
reproducing them in detail.

flesisting the ravages ol time.
Micro-cotta composite concrete goes
beyond fine duplication of originals. lt is
also resistant to fire and environmental
conditions. lnert pigments are used to
achieve a durable color match that will
last witltout yellowing or other color
deviations. There is no surface glazing to
crack or delaminate.

Ready availahility means last delivery
times.
Molding technology and the proprietary
physical makeup of Micro-cotta' make,
fast delivery times possible - often within
a matter of days - from prototype to the
last finished part.
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The Wrigley Euilding, Chicago. lL
Carr. Dept. 0f Materials Science and
Northsrestern University, SQnsulta*l.
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No ones better quolified to
evoluote CAD softwore for orchitects
tho n o rchitects themselves.
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See CADPLAN for yourself.Without
leoving your office. 0ur new video-
tope demo is yours for only $15
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P-CAD toll-free ot 800-858-6384
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Bv Menx FrnrueN AIA

f can remember sitting on the big broad wooden steps of the

! camp assembly hall, posing with my new-found friends for
Ithe camp photo. Summer camp is at its end and here we sit
bunched together, sweating a bit in the hot afternoon sun, swat-
ting an occasional mosquito. The photo comes in the mail a

month later, and for a moment I return to all the special times at
camp. Then the photo gets stored away along with my other
childhood memories to be reflected upon from time to time.

\fle develop emotions and memories that get attached to places

such as broad wooden steps or a morning sunlit room. Our large
repository of memories of these images, experiences, and emo-
tions becomes a foundation for how each of us understands and
relates to built space.

How do rve as architects get at this rich repository? Inspiratibn
is the key that unlocks the dooq but we can't hold the key in our
possession. It is intangible, and comes and goes in a fleeting
instance. \7e usually don't even expect it.

As architects, we assemble very complicated puzzles. The
ptzzle includes the elements of context and climate, the desires
of client and community, the restriction of the bank and building
department, to name a few Inspiration can come from each of
these elements to allow us to draw upon our stored-away images

and experiences. These images and experiences stimulate us to

see connections and relationships between elements that we
hadn't seen before. Inspiration allows us a fresh perspective.

My inspiration for Cedar Glen Dining Hall was the rustic
mountain context and the camp committee's wish for an inspiring
place for retreat and fellowship. Visiting the site, I got lost in my
memories of summer camp. The members of the committee
talked of their camp experience in terms of specific memories
such as sitting on the big porch learning how to boondoggle, or
sitting in front of the fireplace singing camp songs and making
s'mores. The creative response to these inspirations produced
more than just a solution to a problem statement. It gave an
emotional depth to the building as each person sees a part of
themselves in it.

If you open your eyes, inspiration is all around you. There is
no scarcity. The scarcity only exists when we think we can do it
alone. We architects are artists and facilitators. Our creative
ability allows us to articulate our inspirations, emotions and
memories, and those of the client and community. That's a very
special gift.

Mark Feblman, AIA is a principal uitb the Austin Hansen
Feblman Group in San Diego.

Project:
Cedar Glex Dixixg Hall
Client:
United Metbodist Cburcb, Southem
Califumia Conference

Architect:
Aastin Hansen Feblman Group
General Contractor:
De lp bi G roup Con s truction
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North Coqst
Vernqculqr

SnEr,pnEnor,ns, Hops, Larrrcn aNo Dnv rWall

BvJoHN K. MIrlpn, FAIA

FJthe North Coast counties of Sonoma and Mendocino have

I only recently experienced the rush of development; green
I and yellow countryside still separates one community

from another. Rural folk architecture, some of it dating back
more than 100 years, is commonplace in this setting. The better
known places-Fort Ross, Jack London's ranch, the Sonoma
Mission-are atracting tourists. But most of the indigenous
architecture is unnoticed by local historians, because many of
the structures are naturally a part of their setting and still in
agricultural use. In this area, genuine Spanish mission style is

exceptional and irrelevant, although the Sonoma Mission has
given rise to a number of pseudo-Spanish knock-offs and has

ill-persuaded the city fathers of Sonoma that this is their his-
torical context. \X/hat really counts are the traditions of the
Russian fur trader, Italian wine maker, River Road hop grower,
North Coast sheepherder, Valley of the Moon vineyardist, and
coastal dairy farmer. The buildings they built, without architects,
are the strongest influences on our perception of this area.

The international importance of vernacular architecture was
celebrated in rwo books in the 1960s and '70s: Natiue Genius in
Anonymous Architecture by Sybil Moholy-Nagy and Arcbitecture
'Without 

Architects by Bernard Rudolfsky. The authors emphasized
the fundamentals of folk architecture, which seem to be the basis

for much of what we admire and expect in architecture. These
fundamentals include direct formal expression of purpose, mini-
malist aesthetic, clarity of structure and technology, easily under-
stood typology, and limited color and material pallets. They are

effortless, unself-conscious, sometimes naive and primitive.
These virtues are currently in disfavor with many in the archi-

tectural profession and media where less is a bore. Architects
may, in fact, have a built-in problem related to folk architecture.
The process of design, certainly the abstracted and consciously
applied aesthetic choice we make, is the antithesis of vernacular
architecture. Though we admire the work, we are professionally
separated from it.

Perhaps it is inappropriate to compare our present technology
and programmatically complex society and its design solutions
with the common barn, windmill, and silo. Even more inap-
propriate is bodily to lift designs of another time and culture.
Still there is much to be learned here, and the North Coast has

many sources to inspire us. For those of us in the area, these are

once and future sources, a sidelong glance, a reference, a way to
be a part of the place. These sources can fit comfortably into the
contemporary architectural tradition by inspiring use of detail,
materials, methods of construction, color, texture, scale and,

occasionally, form.
A left turn off Highway 101 to River Road takes you by the

weathered red hop kilns and barns of the Martinelli Ranch,
home of Gravenstein apples and sparkling cider. Further west
beyond Slusser Road are the triple red roofs of the hop kilns at
Sonoma-Curer Vineyards, across the river.

Those new to the area see the clusters of hop kilns along the
Russian River with a shock of pleasure. The hop kilns are rem-
nants of a locally-extinct agricultural economy, the cultivation
and kiln drying of hops for the beer industry. Once a thriving
industry in Sonoma and Mendocino, hop growing has since
moved north to the state of Washington for reasons not alto-
gether clear. The Mendocino town of Hopland and scattered
surviving hop kilns are today's reminder. Constructed of wood
frame, stone and occasionally brick, the steep hip roof forms
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seem to have evolved from the hand of Louis Kahn in a previous
life. Designers are strongly tempted to imitate the forms directly,
but the copy is always a shadow of the original.

The hop kilns are only one example of a rich folk tadition
along the North Coast. Vernacular architecture here includes
sheepherder shelters, dairy barns and poultry pens, vintage
wineries, agricultural outbuildings, urban and rural Victorian
churches, houses, silos, windmills, stone dry walls and fencing,
lumber kiln dryers, old time railway depots and service facilities.
The square red barn is alive and well, except it is not necessarily
red or square. It is red, brown, white, ocher or weathered; square,

rectangular, round, faceted; wood frame, stone, brick; gabled,

hipped, tumeted, shedded and gambrelled; board and battened,
rusticated, flush boarded, tinned and shingled.

nch, Glen Ellen

Red Born, Coost

rn, neor
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Architect: Rolond/Miller/Associotes.

Slick House, Guerneville.

White Fencing, Sonomo County.

ominium #

Designer: lock London

Apple Drying Borns, Philo.

Louis House, Seo Ronch.
Archiiect: Obie Bowmon, AIA

-
Moore, Lyndon

Seo Ronch. Architect:
urnbull & Whitoker

Fort Ross.
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Guerneville, further down the Russian River, has an identi-
fiable green-, brown-, and white-trimmed architecture, including
green clapboard and lattice aproning around porches raised high
above the winter floods. At Jenneq near th€ mouth of the Russian
River, multicolored bungalows step up the side of the hill and
face the sea. More of this is seen at Bodega Bay, Tomales, and
Marshall further south.

Color starts to disappear from the architecture as you head
north to Fort Ross and Sea Ranch, but not entirely. The sheep-
herder barns, shelters, and fencing has the familiar North Coast
weathered redwood surface. Siding is either board and batten or
flush redwood boards. Occasionally painted red, they are
stripped grey-red by the salt air.

Fort Ross, an outpost of the Russian fur traders, is a necessary

stopping off place. The Russian Chapel, barracks and armory
have enough texture, pattern, form, and color (white, gray, brown,
and black) to interest the eye and camera. Little noticed, but just

as satisfuing, is a sheepherder barn on the right just north of the
Fort. Its roofs and spaces layer down the side of the hill with
lean-tos (saddlebags) that must have influenced Moore, Lyndon,
Tirrnbull, and \Whitaker when they designed Condominium 1 at

Sea Ranch in the early '60s.

Condominium 1 and Joseph Esherick's shingle vacation homes

spawned 18 years of Sea Ranch style from Fort Ross to the Men-
docino border. Design restriction and local design review have

frozen the style in aspic; architects in the area are crying for
relief in color, material, and form. Oddly, there is much more to
the vernacular architecture of that part of the coast. Maybe
Moore, et al. should tell the Home Owner's Association it's okay
to go beyond shedroof chic.

The town of Mendocino is in a class by itself. \X/hat has not
been ruined by overdevelopment and designer kitsch is lovely
enough to bring tears to your eyes. Nothing Sea Ranchy or
Mission style about it; it even reminds one of New England's
coastal towns. A white church, with white, near life-size figurines
in the tower, is about perfect.

Anderson Valley sheepherder architecture, found along high-
wayl28 inland from the coast, is a more darkly weathered board
and batten redwood barn architecture with lots of texture, hori-
zontal and vertical, and no salt air to lighten the gray. This is the
land of Booneville, the regionally-invented language of Boontling,
truck stops, and the Navarro River. The Yorkville Hanelt House
we designed in the 1960s recalls the sheepherder vernacular.
Apple barns with ventilation shafts found around Philo influenced
the Louis House by Obie Bowman, AIA at Sea Ranch.

Down the Valley of the Moon from Santa Rosa to Sonoma are

a variety of white barns, windmills, and storage towers that would
merit design awards if we had design awards for farmers. In
Glen Ellen are the ruins of Jack London's \flolf House. The only
surviving piece of that architecture, the stables, is deteriorating
in private ownership nearby. Recently opened to the public,
and not yet well known, is Jack London's Beauty Ranch. Located
there is the turn-of-the-century cottage where he wrote and

where he died in 1924. More interesting are the custom-designed,

curved, precast concrete block grain silos (maybe the first of
their kind) and a cylindrical stone Pig Palace.

In and around the urban centers of Sonoma County, Santa

Rosa and Petaluma, historic preservation and good sense have

protected a number of important vernacular buildings. These

include the Fountaingrove Round Bam and \7inery, part of a

utopian commune founded by an early Japanese guru; the urban
Victorians of Petaluma of which the McNear Building is an

example, and many satisfying examples of "low rent" Victorians.

The latter are vintage tract houses characterized by their small-
ness, two-story gabled section, front door and windows all in the
right place and field of color (green, yellow, blue) with contrasting
trim.

Large scale commercial or institutional buildings with modern
materials and technology are less derivative of North Coast ver-
nacular architecture. The connection to a folk tradition is best
seen in the smaller scaled buildings that sit lightly in their pas-
toral setting. Their rustic images enhance the vocabulary of all
architects fortunate enough to see these rural, nonpedigreed
buildings.

John K. Miller, FAIA is a principal at Roland/Miller/Associates in
Santa Rosa.

Mc n9,
Restorotion Consullont: Wolly Lodeoux.

E

Hop Kilns, Sonomo Cutrer
Vineyords, Windsor.

lo, Beouty
Designer: lock London.

Windmill, Volley ol the Moon

e Room Schoolhouse, Forlgrove Round Born
Restorotion Architect: Don Peterson, AIA
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lnside Escondido
F T.A.L E.L'E.V.A.T.I.O N CIT Y H.A.L.L

_r

U.T.I-I E.L'E V-A T.I O N C.I T.Y H.A.L L

C'R.O'S.S S.E.C.T I.O.N P,T.R S.P,E.C.T'I.V.E

ANarotvly or a Coltpp,TITIoN

Tnn PnorBssroNAL Anvrson-I[LLTAM EAIA

,Tf he Escondido competition was an international com-

I petition for a 952 million civic center. The elements of
I the scheme were an 84,000 square foot city hall; 160,000

square feet of regional government buildings; a 2,500 seat per-
forming arts theater and a 500 seat community theater; 

^ 
iS,OOO

square foot fine arts museum; and a 25,000 square fooi .onf..-
ence center and related parking for about 1,400 cars.

The first stage of the competition was open, and the second
stage v/as done in the offices of the five finalists. \)[hen the City
went to the National Endowment for the Arts with its grant
proposal, NEA required an open competition. Each of the final-
ists received $2500 for their second stage work.

The end of the second stage jury was exactly 12 months from
the time we first mer to talk about the competition. The City was
very strongly involved. The Hope Consulting Group in San
Diego did a major programming effort before the competition
started. There were citizen committees galore. Michael Pittas
helped get the grant launched since he was president of the
NEA at the time.

\Ve had a very good jury. In addition to jury chair Michael
Pittas, we had Garrett Eckbo, FASLA; Craig Hodgetts; Norm
Pfeiffer, FAIA; and Tom Tucker, FAIA as the architeits and design
professionals; plus nvo members of the City Council and three
members from the Cityt civic committee.

In the 6rst stage, the idea stage, we just asked for rwo boards.
\7e emphasized the overall civic center site plan. In all, 150
people registered, and 108 sent in submissions. \Mhat the jury
saw was the cutting edge of architectural thought at the moment,
because the architects who were competing were working on the
same program with the same constraints.

The site is Grape Day Park, which has a lot of historic value.
A public exhibit of submissions and the first stage jury were held
in a rented tent on the site right next to the park. The exhibit
v/as open to the public for four days before the jury arrived. S7e
put up large tablets and collected public commenrs.

As it turned out, none of the five finalists had ever done a
project this large. Bob Cain from Asheville, North Carolina was
a one man show, so he teamed up with Marquis Associates of

26 Architecture California Mayllune 1985
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San Francisco to meet the requirements. The firm from Atlanta,
Lord and Sargent, teamed up with a firm in Carlsbad, Ruhnau
McGavin Ruhnau. Tim Vreeland, FAIA was a finalist and, while
he's been involved with some very large projects, he and his
associates Sato and \(inkler hadn't done any large work together,
so they joined with A.C. Martin & Associates from Los Angeles.
A young firm from Boston, Thmarkin-Techler, teamed up with a

well-known San Diego 6rm, \flheeler, S(/imer Associates. The
winners, Pacific Associates Planners Architects (PAPA) teamed
up with Daniel, Mann, Johnson and Mendenhall of Los Angeles.

The second stage required a site model and a developed city
hall. This stage emphasized cosrs, functional areas, details and
a very different attitude about evaluation. !7e paid Lee Saylor
and Company to look at the costs. The finalists sharpened their
estimating pencils and made sure they weren't just waving a

magic wand about cost. S7e brought in Michael Newton, the
president of the Los Angeles Music Center, as an advisor on how
our theaters worked. City staff looked at the city hall and how
that would work, and I looked at the program requirements.

Conract negotiations with PAPA are being concluded. City
hall work has started, and they hope to break ground this year.

Trtp lunv-Mrcnaer Prrras, H-AIA, AICP, CnarRuau

Two things were done prior to the jury's first examination of
the five finalists that made the jury's job enormously easy. The
competitors were asked to submit cost estimates and they were
separately verified by an outside cost estimator, so that the jury
did not have to debate whether a scheme cost roo much or too
little. \X/e could actually deal with the quality and the merits of
what was there. AIso, the other technical and professional advisors
provided invaluable services in determining whether a submission
met the program requirements.

One of the things that I my to promote is the idea that it works
to have lay people on the jury with professionals. A synergy and
an information exchange take place which is invaluable. To some
extent, it answers the complaints leveled at competitions that a

dialogue is missing between architect and client. Lay jurors, in
most cases, will be clients. In this particular case, it worked very
well. In no instance were the lay jurors and the professional
jurors at odds with each other.

Tnr, Ancnrtr,cr N. Csucx AIA
\When we decided to enter this competition, my partner Randy

Dalrymple, AIA and I decided we were going to win it because
we weren't going to put the effort out just to lose.

We made a journey to Escondido and found our that it was
very much California Rancho, Midwest agricultural. And very
hot. \X/e wenr ro work quantifying the project and looking at
some basic organizations. \We chose to create rwo different nodes,
one a government node, the other a cultural node with the visual
axes across the park. It was very important to our scheme to
address and respect the history of Grape Day Park. \7e wanted
people to interact with the park, participate with the park and
we wanted to use the park to create a magnet at the civic center.

The jury gave all the finalists a typev'ritten critique. \7e im-
mediately identified the pluses and the minuses. !7e tried to
address the issues that concerned the jury and the City. One of
the concerns was that the scheme was much too Byzantine or
Moorish looking, so we rwent to work on rhat. The 6rst thing we
did to load our guns was askTony Lumsden, FAIA to be a design
critic and consultant with us for the second phase.
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The arrangement of the buildings started to take on the notion
of a collection of buildings and shapes. \fle addressed parking with
relationship to the building and the gardens. \(/e were trying to
have more formal gardens which serve as gateways to the park.
\We proposed to introduce a water amenity, a lake in this case.

There is a very high water table on the site, which is four feet
below the 100 foot flood plain, so we had to build a plynth to
place the buildings on. \We proposed to excavate on the site to
provide soil for this base and to expose the water if the water
was of reasonable quality. Some members of the jury were hesi-
tant about the water issue because Escondido has problems
getting water to the growers. \(/e felt it was an important amenity
to the project, hopefully drawing people to the civic center to
relax at the water's edge. Psychologically the water would have a

cooling effect.
The plan for the city hall was not a clear image. The City

didn't know what kind of architectural image it was interested
in. We knew the city hall couldn't be a modern building based

on the input we had from the community and the jury. \X/e wanted
to do something exotic, but something that v/as also very con-
textual or appropriate for Escondido.

Our inspiration came from Balboa Park, Irving Gill and
Bertram Goodhue. \7e also wanted to deal with the regional
characteristics of Escondido, the hot, dry climate. So we chose
to go with a building that was a solid heavy mass, whitewashed
to reflect the light, and layered to keep the heat out of the build-
ing. A landmark observation tower with an elevator and stairs
acts as a point of reference as you move throughout the commun-
ity. And you can actually access the tower, so you have an overview
of the community and existing facilities. Everybody going through
city hall has to interact visually with the park, if not physically.
'We were trying to create some real sense of place and civic pride.
The interior of the city hall is a two story volume so that you can
see from the lower floor to the upper floor at all times. The city
hall invites you to participate.

The community gave us key words. They wanted a city hall
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that was informal, highly accessible, inviting and friendly. Dealing
with the site consuaints, we set out to do a building that we
would probably never choose to do, but we chose not to impose
our attitude on the site or on the project.

THs Cr.rrNr-Roo !ilooo, AssrsraNr Crry MaNacER

The client's view is a little different from the architect's view.
This is the City of Escondidob first competition and my first
competition, so I certainly don't profess to be an expert in that
area. rWe learned a number of lessons in this process, not the
least of which was to get the NEA to help us pay for it.

First, we wanted a very high quality design for our civic center
project and our ciry hall. The one we are in now is about 50 years
old and was built as a \flPA project. The site itself was also a

problem . \(/e've had a number of referendums about not putting
things like city halls in the park. The challenge was to find a
creative design that would be sensitive enough to that park and
respect the fact that it would be completely surrounded by our
downtown.

Second, we wanted a design that would de6ne Escondido's
very vague community image.

Third, we wanted a design that would set a standard of ex-
cellence for future buildings. Not a style for future designs, but
an example of excellence.

Lastly, we wanted the maximum opportunity for selecting a
design because we didn't know what we wanted. \il/e knew we
wanted something really great, but what does "really great" look
like?

The foremost lesson we learned was that you need to know
what you v/ant to achieve with the project. A competition is a
very costly and time-consuming process for the client. This com-
petition will cost the city nearly 9250,000 and 4,000 hours of
staff time. \X/ith that kind of a commitment, it is imporrant to
make sure that the end product is something you can live with. A
competition can be very divisive in a community and can end in
a political disaster if it is not done right.

I can't stress enough the need for extensive project planning.
\7e spent over a year studying this project, and hired every
specialist from architects and economists down to group or-
ganizers. We had endless parades of community workshops,
public hearings. lWe met with every group in town ranging from
the Chamber of Commerce to Brownie troops. We left no stone
unturned in trying to get the community's input to the project,
because ultimately the community would have to vote on the
project and approve it. Thatt a fundamental difference in a
public client versus a private client. Much of what we do stands
to be criticized by people vzho make vital decisions.

Next, we wanted this competition to be fair. Ve found the two
stage approach to be very attractive. The first stage being anony-
mous eliminated those normal community pressures to favor, if
not outright pick, a local or favorite architect in the community.
S7e also felt the cost of the competition had to be controlled
for the client and particularly for the architects. Our philosophy

is that the competition should be a process to selecr an architect,
not to plunder them. \7e wanted ideas, not artistic 6nesse. You
don't have to spend a lot of money developing plans or on graphic
hoopla in order to spot a good idea when you see it. It sells itself.

One last thing we did was open the competirion up to our
public, our voters. \7e wanted to get their support, but we also
wanted to get their input. !7ere they looking for a center that
was stoic and stable and stately of government, or did they want
something that was open and friendly and unpretentious? \7e
asked citizens to write down their comments about what they
did or did not like in the drawings. !7e found this ro be an ex-
tremely fruitful process for us and for the' jury, and the public
loved it. Ve had over 1,500 of our citizens take time out of their
Saturday afternoon to come down and make comments.

The bottom line of the whole process is, would we do it again?
Yes. Our City Council is very pleased and our community is very
pleased. I believe that if the client is pleased, then the architect
has done a good job.
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lron Horses
Under Glqss

THr, CalrpoRNra Rq,rlnoao Museuna

BvIonN lJ( Srvpura, AIA aNo KaurnvN E. Scsuror AIA

fl ailroads coniure images of the iron horse, clouds of steam,

l{ e*cited p^r..ng.r, #ui i.tg at the stations, the sound of
l\clanging bells and squealing whistles, expansion to the
West, troop trains, the 20th Century Limited, and romantic
views from the dome lounge car. The railroad had a great impact
on the development of our cities, political institutions, industry,
agriculture, travel, and the fortunes of America.

The feat of joining East and \7est by rail was as significant in
the 1880s as putting a man on the moon was a century later. The
Union Pacific and Central Pacific Railroads laid track from the
East and lWest respectively. The rwo branches of the tanscon-
tinental Railroad met at Promontory Point, Utah, and joined the
East and lWest forever.

Inl972, the State of California hired Spencer Lee Busse and
Stypula, a joint venture, to communicate this fascinating story to
the public through the California State Railroad Museum. The
State began with three elements from which to build the Museum:
the ornate fabric of railroads in American history; a collection of
J0 locomotives and railroad cars; and two rambling site locations
along the Sacramento River in historic Old Sacramento. From
these basic elements, the design team developed a master plan
for the Museum.

The historic material was approached from three different
points of view or themes: restorator, reconstruction, and history
and engineering. Because the sites v/ere not only linear and con-
stricted, but also one-third of a mile apart, the themes were
developed within a series of buildings: the History Building, the
Arcade Station, the Big Four Building, the Dingley Spice Mill,
the Central Pacific Freight Depot, the Steam Navigation Building
and the Engineering Building. Only the History Building was
designed as an entirely new building; all the others were restora-
tion, reconstruction or adaptive reuse.

The buildings were master planned on the sites to best relate
to the Old Sacramento context. For example, the Arcade Station,
an exact reconstruction, was built on the same site where the
original station existed as the terminus of the tanscontinental
Railroad. Placed at the end of Old Sacramento, the History
Building serves as a visual screen for the adjacent freeway. The
History Building, which is the largest element of the Museum,
houses 21 restored locomotives and railroad cars in 100,000 square
feet. Since the scale of this large building had to be minimized to
fit the setting, the building form was broken down into smaller
elements which relate to the two story brick facades of Old
Sacramento. (The Engineering Building was to be housed in an
existing classic revival style Pacific Gas and Electric Powerhouse
located further up the river. A "people mover" was proposed to
link the rwo site locations. This portion of the project will be
undertaken at some future date.)

Architecture and interpretation of the historic material were
integrated in all the Museum buildings. In the History Building,
for example, brick, concrete, heavy timbers, iron, large bolted
connections, and handcrafted detailing were used to help create
the railroad atmosphere in a present day architectural vocabulary.
These materials and forms also interpret the Old Sacramento
setting. The design team worked with a masonry manufacturer,
Muddox Brick, to develop a brick (now one of their standard
products) which replicates the beehive kiln brick used in Old
Sacramento in the 1860s. The brick is used throughout the History
Building. S7indows at specific locations along the Museum per-

Proiect:
Cahfurnia State Railroad Museum,
Old Sacrumento
Client:
Deparlment of Parks and Recrealion,

State of Calfornia
Architect:
Spence4 Lee, Busse & Stypula, a

J oin t Ven tute. Prin cip als - in -cb ar ge,

lobn V Stypula, AIA and Alton S.

Lee, AIA; project arcbiects: Hugb F
Kennedy, AlA, Kathryn E. Schnidt,
AIA, Dauid Lee, AIA
Interpretive Design:
Barry Houard Associates. Prixcipal:
Barry Houard; project managers:
Fraxk De Santo, lobn Moy

Landscape Architectr
Roystot, Hanamoto, Alley €z Abey
Structural Engineer:
Stefan J. Meduad.ouski
Electrical &
Mechanical Consultants:
G.M. and T.R. Simonson
Civil Engineer:
Spink Corporation
Acoustic Engineet:
Roger Maineri
Solar Consultant:
Berkeley Solar Group
Cost Estimating:
Adamson Associates
Contractor:
Nielsen Nickeb; Robert Lukins,
superirrtendent
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imeter reveal glimpses of railroad memorabilia, the Southern
Pacific Number 1 Locomotive, and a working roundhouse.

The History Building forms and plan illustrate another inte-
gration of architecture and interpretation. A sequence for deliv-
ery of the interpretive story describes the visitor's path through
the Museum: arrival, reception, decompression, orientation,
exhibition, and summation. A visitor "arrives" at the entry plaza,
and the broad windows into the Lobby welcome and invite the
visitor to come inside. The visitor is "received" in the lobby and
learns what the Railroad Museum has to offer. He or she climbs
to the second story via a ramp and has to "decompress" from the
outside world of today to the robust times of railroading and
opening the\flest. "Orientation" begins with a multimedia mon-
tage of railroading sights and sounds projected in a holding area

before the visitor proceeds to one of the two theaters for an
orientation film. As the film 6nishes, the screen is raised to reveal
the first locomotive exhibit, the "Governor Stanford" set in a

large Sierra diorama.
Visitors then exit the sloping theater down to the first level,

and walk through the main exhibition spaces. A tunnel leads to
"The Golden Age of Steam." This faceted space, covered with
mirors on walls, floor and ceiling, contains the "Empire," an
elegantly-restored Virginia and Tiuckee locomotive which depicts
the myth and symbol of railroads. An elevated wood truss rail-
road bridge curves through the building and functions both to
display a narrow gauge train and to support the roof. From the
Roundhouse, visitors can view a living diorama on the operating
railroad line immediately outside the large windows. A "summary"
exhibition completes the visitor's tour.

The State's rolling stock collection, restored to museum quality,
was much larger than could be displayed in the History Building.
The design team recommended that the Museum should have
the flexibility to change exhibits. This inspired the use of a round-
house and turntable which connect to adjacent rail access so that
rolling stock can be moved into and out of the Museum for future
changes. Even with the ability to change exhibits, there was not
sufficient room to house all the desired exhibits on a single level.
The design team's solution was to build the previously-mentioned
railroad bridge to carry a complete narrow gauge train J5 feet
above the main floor.

Another simple, direct solution was the roof structure. The
wide open space required for display of large pieces of equip-
ment was spanned by simple heavy timber ffusses, similar to
tresde structures, and light truss beams, which echo the forms of
railroad car undercamiages. This direct solution echoed the same
philosophy that was used in designing simple snow sheds in the
Sierra to permit continuous operation of rains through the
passes during severe winters.

Looking back on this project, we all agree that it was a rare
opportunity to participate in the presentation of a significant
aspect of American history, to communicate this story to visitors
of all ages, and to house a museum quality collection of railroad
rolling stock. It also gave greater meaning to the phrase "East
meets S7est" for the architect and interpretive designer. During
the design process, Barry Howard, the interpretive designer
from the East, and the architects from the \7est formed the
Promontory Partnership which specializes in projects where
communication through architecture and interpretation is the
cenffal focus. Of course the name Promontory comes from
Promontory Point, Utah.

lobn W. Stypula, AIA is principal and Katbryn E. Scbrnidt, AIA is
executiue director of Spencer Associates Arcbitects and Planners
in Palo Alto
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PruccrNc INro CoNscrous CREATrvrry

Bvlaurs Aoaus, Ps.D.

\Y/ tti:;,til.' ;H ::'ffi [T T.i: : H :ff *;:X%-
VU electricityl to three and a half pounds of meat. Some

of us feel that we must be based on more than that; things trans-
cendental and perhaps even mystic. However, I am going to talk
about inspiration as a function of the brain.

\7e individuals are quite habitual in our problem-solving. We
are programmed to an amazing extent. This is not always evident
to us, since the very thing that we use to study ourselves is part
of that which is programmed. However, a unique characteristic
of being human is that we can consciously overcome this pro-
gramming. \We are not relegated to instinctive behavior as is the
bird and the bee, but can overwhelm our natural programming
and do something slightly different than we ordinarily do. \7e
are able to be consciously creative and to have inspiration!

Conscious overcoming of habit is not without costs. Clasp
your hands. \X/hich thumb is on topT You may have to look, since
you ordinarily do not need to know. Clasping your hands is a
convenient habit to get them out of the way and you do not need
to be aware of the details. Now, what happens when one con-
sciously overcomes habit? Thke your hands apart and pur them
together with the other thumb on top. You did it, but it's not
quite right, is it? There are signals that you should put them
back. Thy it and see how good it feels.

If you increase the complexity of habit, you will notice this
"wrongness" even more, and necessarily add more conscious
effort to overcome it. Fold your arms. Now take them apart and
fold them with the other hand on the top. Did you notice the
dawn of thinking? You tried to change programs and didn't quite
succeed, so you made a little strategic plan about where the arms
go. As you try to overcome increasingly complex physical habits,
you make more use of intellectual rule making.

Intellectual habits have the same characteristics. Thke , ffi.
task such as subtraction. Just as people put different thumbs on
top, they subtract differently. If you are subtracting multidigit
numbers and the bottom number in the right-hand column is
bigger, you borrow one. It's a habit. You then have to get rid of
the one that you borrowed. Here the habits vary. Some people
reduce the next number on top by one. Others increase the next
number on the bottom by one. The answers are happily the
same. However, habits do vary. Could you subtact in the dif-
ferent way? Sure. !7ould it be initially awkward? Sure. \7ould
practice make it easier? Sure. \7ould you do this practice? No
more than you would practice folding your hands differently.

\X/hatt good about habit in problem solving? It first of all
allows us to become "experts." Since society needs experts, our
lives benefit. Habit also makes us predictable. It allows us to
have societies and organizations that are stable over time. There
is still another advantage to intellectual habit. Cognitive psy-
chologists look at the information that hits us and what our
minds can process and conclude that we have four-watt brains in
a hundted-watt wodd. \We process incoming information by
using models, stereotypes, and generalizations. \7e couldn't proc-
ess it unless we had these constructs, so without habit, we would
be unable to deal with our complicated lives.

There is bad news, however. Habit gets in our way when there
is newness around. In such cases, the signals we get cannot always
be trusted, since they are based on business as usual. Habit
becomes inhibiting to creativity and inconsistent with inspiration.

\Mhen we talk about innovation or creativity, we suspect that
people are somehow deviating from habit. I am particularly
fascinated by inhibitions, or blocks to such deviation. If you
want to consciously attempt to deviate from your problem solving
habits, a knowledge of such inhibitions allows you to do so more
easily. One particularly interesting set of inhibitions is due to the
limitations of the brain.

The brain is limited first of all in speed. Conscious thinking
doesn't want to go faster than life. Imagine a tennis match being
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played at 1,000 times speed. How about 100 times? Gn times?
Three times?

The brain is also channel limited. Generally we can only do
one thing at a time. Count by sevens and, at the same time,
count backwards from 100 by threes. How do you do that? You
alternate, and you do it so effortlessly that you might think you
were doing both at once, but you are changing channels. \X/hat
else were you thinking about while you did that? Not much!

\flhere else is the brain limited? In capacity. Let me give you a

few digits. After you read them, repeat them to yourself. This is
your short term memory.

Start with stx 8,2,9),0,5.
Now try oine 7,1,0,9,2,8,5JA.
What happened? Harder? Quite a bit harder?
Try twelve : 2,8,0 J,3,9,1,5,6,9A J.

Unless you were coding, your brain should have registered a tilt,
because a mere dozen chunks of information saturates our short
term memory.

If your brain has limits in speed, channels, and capaciry how
do we operate? Habit. lWe use what is already there to make
sense out of what comes in. \We remember things by making
them compatible with u/hat we already know; a most believable
reason for being habitual and programmed.

Our programming makes us efficient. This means that to diverge
from our programming v/e may have to be less efficient and
require additional resources. One resource we need is time. \7e
may have to give up some of what we do in the name of inspira-
tion and creativity. Another resource is money. Stanford students
pay $15,000 per year to attend the school and then become art
majors and use four cent brushes. U.S. manufacturing industries
are still giving the R & D money to product design people,
although we hear that the important problems have to do with
quality and productivity. If the manufacturing people are to
become cleverer, they must have the resources to experiment.

People are another resource. The number of types of people
involved in architecture should perhaps be increased. I am an
engineer. Architects sometimes like to think that they are higher
on the human scale than engineers. I sometimes wonder v,rhether
they occasionally prove that by not hiring the best engineers.
Should you be mixing more people into the mix?

The other set of inhibitions to creativity has to do with
emotional and cultural forces which pull us toward a coherenr
society. Tvo strong emotions result from problem solving that
deviates from the usual; one is humor and one is embarrassment.
Humor defuses risk. You've probably been in a spot in life where
things became so bad that you were saved only by humor. At
some point, things became so bad that the whole situation be-
came funny.

Embarrassment, on the other hand, is akin to fear of failure,
and keeps us from risk. It has value in that it prevents failure.
But embarrassment has a cost in that it makes us not try new
things. Risk avoidance is very human. Most of us are more chicken
than we ever admit to our friends. In order to encourage our-
selves or others to take more risk, we must deal with reward.
How can I get you to go out into the street and make a loud
turkey sound for 10 minutes? Probably by offering you five g100
bills. There is something dignified and socially acceptable about
a $500 turkey.

Everywhere in the United States, people are rediscovering the
reward system. Money is not everyone's favorite. Psychological
rewards are being used in many walks of life to increase inno-
vation. In a sense, they promote inspiration.

Intrinsic, or internal rewards, are most effective. These come

from work so matched to your interests that the process of dis-
covery itself offsets the risk. Architects are fortunate, in that they
are among the more idealistic and motivated professionals. How-
ever, occasionally even architects run short on cash and have
imperfect clients. At this point, extrinsic motivations and ex-
ternal rewards raise their less beautiful heads and effort must be
put into ensuring that the reward is there to make the risk
worthwhile.

Increasing creativity and finding inspiration requires over-
coming the inhibitions and limitations that tend to keep us doing
business as usual. Some of these are cognitive limitations in the
mind; some are emotional and cultural. Overcoming the first
requires increased resources, the second increased rewards.
Sometimes you have to slow up to go faster; stop doing some
things to do others better. Sometimes you have to give yourself
or the people in your office more prizes.

Architecture is presently in the midst of long-term concerns,
profound and major tensions. These tensions are painful, but, to
paraphrase Big Daddy in Cat on a Hot Tin Roof: If you're in
great pain, you know you're not dead. Some of these tensions are
old, such as that between the building as an object and the build-
ing as an environment for its fragile human occupants. Another
old one is that of architect as political force and architect above
politics. I would vote for more politics on that one, in order that
we might have more of our buildings designed by professionals.
A third old tension is that between the classical large and up-
lifting space, and the type of space we seem to be allocated by
present tends in transportation and economics.

But there are some newer conflicts. Let me mention three
concerns that exist not only in architecture, but in most of our
society. One of them was typified recently by a sophomore who
wandered into my office confused about whether to become a
martyr or a y,r.rppie. There is a little of that in many of us today.
There is something wonderful about holding out for what we
believe in despite the cost. However, there is also something
attractive about living comfortably. How much of a crusader
should we be? Business has returned for architects. It's harder to
crusade when there is potential income around than when there
is none. To what extent is the architect to be a successful business
person and to what extent is the architect to take the lead in
swimming upsream toward a higher level of civilization?

Another conflict is over "style" versus "truth." \(/e want to
think that there are good and stable principles in design. How-
ever, there is also fashion. Look deep within you and into your
wardrobe. In Palo Alto I recently saw a grey BMW with a pair of
fozzy dice hanging on the rear-view mirror. These days most of
us are juggling "style" with "truth."

Finally, a conflict arises over the question of whether archi-
tecture has overall direction or whether we are into an experi-
mental mode. Certainly many architects are diverging from the
philosophies of Corbusier and \X/right. Is there still an agreed
upon school of design, or is architecture experimenting along
with the other parts of our culture which are trying to ledefine
themselves after the sweeping value changes of the last 20 years?

These tensions and conflicts, although painful, are not all to
be decried. lWe are being stretched ftom our habits, and our
needs for emotional quiet and efficiency are resisting. Although
this is torture, it is a terrific time for inspiration!

James L. Adams, Ph.D. is cbairrnan of tbe lnterdisciplinary Program
on Values, Technology, Science and Society at Stanford'[Jniueriity
in Palo Alto.
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The lssue of
Chqrqcter

Colorodo Plqce, Sonto Monico.

Por,rRv Msp,rs Rr,esoN

Bv Lours M. Naroonn FAIA

Flor a number of years, I've been bedeviled in my work by

H ,h. conflict b.#..n ieft brain and right brain. Our proj-
I ects are dominated by the need to respond to programs
with very tight budgets. They're big, but they're still constrained,
like an elephant in a girdle. That calls for rational solutions, a

response to program. Yet inside there is always the chafing to
come up with something which is poetic and emotional. I'm
trying to resolve that conflict between the cold and rational and
the more passionate.

In the Hyatt Reunion Hotel in Dallas, the conflict was resolved
by preserving the rationalist components while melding into the
building's shape and form some of the emotional qualities we felt
it should have. The rational side is that the building had to be

Project:
Colorado Place, Santa Monica
Client:
Colorudo Place Limited, composed

of Becket Inuestment Corporalion
and The Kranz lnterest
Architect:
'lVe 

lt o n Be cke t As s ocia t e s

Construction Manager:
Phase I: Tishman Construction
Corporation of Califurnia
Pbase ll: Suilttertotz €t'Walberg

Landscape Architect:
POD lncorporated
Structural Engineet:
Erke l-Gre e nfi.e ld €t As s ociat e s

Mechanical &
Electtical Engineer:
'Velton Becket As sociates

Civil Engineer:
Ro gou ay / B orkoue tz As s o cia t e s

Security Consultant:
Robert C. Haily Secuity
Consultants
Acoustics Consultant:
Paul S. Veneklasen €t Associates

General Contractot:
Becket I nues lm en I Corpora t ion
Vertical Transportation:
Lercb, Bates & Associates lnc.
Patking:
International Parking Design lnc.
Traffi c/Transpottation :

Robefi Crommelin & Associales

Lighting:
CHA Design
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cheap and efficient. The practical response is expressed in a

scheme which started as a cost effective rectangular box with a

double-loaded corridor which was transformed into an atrium
hotel by pulling open one end and putting a kink in the other.

The more critical problem $/as the issue of character. Since
conventions are compounded of some business and a good deal
of escapism, we sau/ the hotel as theater both internally and at
first sight. The Reunion, therefore, is designed to be a dramatic
element on the skyline, to induce people who come here for
conventions to feel free, to loosen up. The hotel and observation/
restaurant tower are exotic forms, sufficiently intriguing to entice
exploration. The design is thus a pleasure dome made of cas-
cading curved forms. The reflective glass skin was the cheapest
workable cladding and it creates a shimmering image, a mirage
at the edge of Dallas,

A sense of interior drama was created from a quite standard
vocabulary of program parts. From a deliberately dark and con-
stricted entrv, one is inflected along a rising diagonal up into a

sunny space, like a gopher popping out of its hole. If these archi-
tectural gvmnastics are inadequate to set loose the spirit, a large
bar is at hand, on the premise that all designs should have a

fall-back position.
!7e consciously sought to heighten a sense of dislocation from

ordinary precepts of alignment and scale. Blocks of rooms on
one side of the atrium were moved outward somewhat more
than their opposing companions, creating shifting axes of sym-
metry which distort an apparently symmetrical space. Thus the
atrium was subtly skewed and axial views of the tower slide past
to garden spaces beyond. We also bent the tail of the hotel to
break a sight line down a corridor.

The hotel was placed tight to the rower so rhat, through the
glass wall and arium skylights, the columns of the tower loom
like the legs of our elephant outside a living room windour. In
sum, the forms and spaces recognize that people come to conven-
tions with the need for information and the hope of romance.

The Sensory Garden

My focus on feeling was expanded by rediscovery of the world
of the garden through teaching in the landscape architecture
program at UCLA Extention. The exposure to landscape raised
some fresh issues with me. Clearly there are strong formal, visual
approaches to landscaping that have been part of landscape
design for a long time. But for me, the critical aspect'\yas the
exposure to the work of Vince Healy at UCLA. He talks about
sensory gardens; gardens that deal not only with the visual as-
pect, but with scent and sound as well.

That inspired me to look more closely at archirecrure, and ro
see how much of it is actually visual. How much of a Gothic
cathedral is really the echoing sound, the scent of burning wax,
the musty smell of vestments, the click of heels across the floor?
How much of that have we lost in architecture? A pachenko
parlor is nothing without the clamor of steel balls, a cacophony
of sound which overwhelms the visual imagery.

Gardens provide just such a rich vocabulary not only of form,
color and texture, but also of scent and sound, movement and
change. Our own of6ce building at Colorado Place was shaped to
create settings for such a landscape; indeed, to allow the landscape
to dominate as it matures. Courtyards carved into the building
form are the major arrival points for pedestrians. By extending
the courtyards down into the parking levels, they become arrival
points for motorists as well. For these courtyards the landscape
architects, POD, developed multilevel gardens which combine
coloq scent, seasonal change and the rustle of palm fronds.

Ptoiect:
Reunion Hotel, Dallas, Texas

CIient:
Hunt Inuestment Corporation
Architect &
Structutal Engineet:
'Welton Becket Associates,

Arcbitects and Engineeres
Mechanical &
Electrical Engineer:
Herman Blum Consulting Engineers

Interior Designer:
Houard Hirsch €, Associales
Developet:
lYoodb i n e Deue lop m e n t Corpo ra ! io n

General Contractor:
Henry C. Beck Company
Hotel Operator:
Hyatt Corporation

The architecture of Colorado Place is not self-effacing, how-
ever, and has its own conceptual basis. The design deals with the
contradiction between rwo arritudes: the building perceived as
carved volume and the building as conrained by thin wall ele-
ments. The building transforms from one attitude into another
displaying the ambiguous nature of enclosure, and creating a

dialogue berween building and involved observer. The landscape,
however, requires no such intellectual strain to be enjoyed-it
can simply be experienced.

At Colorado Place, the garden spaces satisfy the nonvisual
senses. !7e are now trying to layer this range of sensory experience
into the architecture itself. \7e cannor transfer the sensory nature
of landscape directly and literally into buildings, but we can
address the nonvisual senses, and incorporare the dramatic qual-
ities of change. Lighting can provide a sense of change, and we
can do much more to shape the acoustic environment. In the
State Of6ce Building in Los Angeles for example, we are design-
ing auditory patterns into the paving by varying the setting
method of the masonry floor. This should creare a nonvisible
pattern of auditory change that can be discovered over time.

As a result of these projects and others, we are taking a deeper
look at the senses and also a less passive attitude toward con-
flicting issues. Rather than resolving conflicts and contradictions,
we are more freely displaying them. rWe're still just nibbling at
the edges. !7e're still doing visual buildings dominated by forms
and program. But I'm hoping that, as our work proceeds, we'll
be less concerned with cold formalitv and become a little more
Byzantine.

Louis M. Naidorf, FAIA is Design Director at Welton Becket
Associates in Sanla Monica.
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AT WHAT COST?
Buildings incor-
porating seismic
isolation can be
constructed for the
same as or lower
than the cost of
conventional
construction.
For further infor-
mation or an in-
house presentation
co ntact:
Dynamic lsolation
Systems, Inc.
2855 Telegraph Ave.
Suite 410
Berkeley, CA 94705
(415) 843-7233

OYNAilIC ISOLATION SYSTEMS INC
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Thoughts from
Monterey'85

The Monterey Design Coruference '85 proued a liuely forum
for tbe exchange of ideas. Excerpts from the comments of four
stimulating speakers appear below.

PorNrs or Vrrw

Spr:,arr,Rs, PprER Br-ars, FAIA; Paur-
RuoorpH, FAIA; Roe \Wnr-rrNcroN

QuIcleX AIA; Arvo Ancnrrr,cr TEo
StvtIrrr.

ON UnsaNrsl,r

Blake: It may be that the kind of city
we'd like to see can no longer be built in
a free enterprise, capitalist society. There
is no very strict limitation on private
development. Anyone can build what he
or she wants to, where they want to, in
whatever way they want to. There is no
way that people can be persuaded, if
they don't have the education to under-
stand it, that a more coherent city makes
more sense, is a more humane, more
livable city than one that looks like
Houston or parts of LA. I don't see any
consensus on the kind of civilization that
we want to build.

Rudolph: There are any number of
reasons why we should all forget it and
do a single building on our site and be
done with it. But that is a very short view,
and it is not at all the history of archi-
tecture. There is something else to being
an architect besides iust getting the next
building up. Architects have much more
power than you think. The whole zoning
ordinances of New York were changed
because of Le Corbusier's notion that
buildings should be set in parks and go

straight up. So I will have no part of
negativism and small scale thinking.

Quigley: Architecture is like judo. The
reality of practicing architecture, as op-
posed to the sanctuary of the critic, is
that you can't take on the building depart-
ment, the freeways, head on. Architec-
ture's in the state it's in because of our
fictitious, academic dreams. Our designs
may be wonderful in theory, but by the
time they actually get built, they're a

hodgepodge of what was originally
intended.

An alternative attitude is just as real
and, in its own way, actually stronger and
ultimately more dominating in its result:
the attitude that the architect can have
power by giving up power. You accept
budget constraints, code restraints, and
you look at those not as keeping you
from doing the great work that you know
you are capable of doing, but you em-
brace these things and get beyond them
into the serious considerations of archi-
tecture. The reality is that you can't beat
the system straight on. You have to co-opt
it. That's the way things change: from
the inside out.

I dislike the idea that accepting reality
is less noble than pretending that reality
isn't there. Look at the cities in southern
California. There are tv/o separate con-
texts. One is the city as destination. In
San Diego, I can think of three places

where people still can walk. In those
areas, we architects can relate to the
pedesrian ideas, the European proto-
types. But we're living in a different cul-
ture, where we see buildings at 60 miles-
per-hour from the freeway. Architects
ignore this context, and that's the cop-
out. Eighty-five to 90 percent of our
southern California cities are ambiguous.
\7hen architects do buildings in these
areas rather than in the precious pedes-
trian environments, they just do crummy,
meaningless buildings. I don't think we
can write off those ambiguous areas and
give up on them.

Smith: I'm rying to figure out a way to
get out of architecture as an object and
get into architecture as a relationship to a

city. \X4ren I'm driving between places I
get angry that there's no places like I've
wished about. There's no spaces between
these marketed objects that are sitting in
the city: an executive plaza, a shopping
center-they're limle boxes sitting on a

shelf. The freeway system is an apparatus
for making sales, for segregating ideas
into clear, singular things that can be
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'Vhy is it tbat otber people

haae managed to build compre-

hensible cities and we can't?"

sold. The reality is that when you pull
things out and separate them, they can
sell quicker. That's u,hy we have an object-
oriented cityscape instead of a space-
oriented cityscape.

The way I've found to make things
richer is to talk to the city. Im going to
throw away Progressiue Architecture and
take my image directly from the neigh-
borhood so the influence is direct. And
all of a sudden, you don't see a house as

an object, you see a neighborhood that
will build out in time.

The people who are making the de-
cisions about our environment are not
architects. They're not our bosses in the
architectural firms; they're not even the
bosses' wives. They're the guys that say

what will sell. The problem is, they're
building every'thing on an extrapolation
of what bas sold, what is safe. Until you
topple the guys at the top by finding an
alternative to bank financing, you're not
going to find an alternative to that system.

Blake: Many architects practicing today
have very litde dedication to any kind of
creation of a cohesive or organic urban
situation. Take the AT&T building and
the IBM building for example. The rwo
buildings were designed by architects
who went to the same school at the same
time and have known each other for 40
years. They apparently never talked to
each other u,hen they were designing two
buildings in adjacent blocks.

The amount of new construction that's
gone up on Madison Avenue is equal to,
if not larger than, the amount of new con-
struction in the 1910s in Rockefeller Cen-
ter, which was also designed by a great
many architects. They, however, had a

certain dedication to creating a kind of
city, a kind of urban scene. This kind of
dedication, this general consensus, no
longer exists. A1l the architects seem to
be rying to outscream each other, to
make their own statement in their own
name to publicize themselves.

Rudolph: Society poses certain questions,
certain problems, and it is up to architects
to find three-dimensional solutions to
those problems in the most dynamic v/ay
possible. By intellect, and also by heart, I
have come to the conclusion that there
are two things which 20th Century archi-
tecture desperately lacks. One is the un-
derstanding of the psychology of archi-

PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE INSURANCE BROKERS, INC.
Specla/lsls in lnsurance and Professional Liability Loss Prevention for California Architects
941 EMERS0N ST. . PAL0 ALT0, CA 94301 1415\ 322-8250

Holland. East & ouvryier Archtecls O 1S5 Whinais Ftltooadry
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"Tlte facts of the human con-

ditioru u)on't go atDay. They're
still with us and they're not
being addressed by exterior
decoration."

tectural space and the other is our in-
ability to deal with the problem of
urbanism.

\We don't understand the nature of
architectural space very well. Quite often
our buildings don't seem right for the
particular use to which they are put. A
library will seem like a factory or a chapel
will seem like a boat. The 20th Century
paucity of ideas for psychologically modi-
fying architectural space may turn out to
be comparable to the 19th Century archi-
tects' understanding of consfiuction
techniques.

\X/hy is it that other people have man-
aged to build comprehensible cities and
we can't? Maybe we are too impatient.
There are many more of us than ever
before, therefore the scale is extremely
different than it has ever been before.
The rules which govern the design of that
which is small are very different from
the design of something very large. It has

to do with the humanness of scale and
above all, it has to do with the automobile
and other means of transportation. 1il7e

haven't a clue as to how to handle these
things.

The transitional space between the
automobile and the building is treated
very cavalierly by architects. We don't
have much of an idea about how to relate
one building to another. As long as we
continue to have set back rules and the
gridiron pattern with super highways
superimposed on it, we are relegated to
building on sites where the only thing
one can finally do is an isolated building.
That is really a sad situation.

ON "STYLE "

Smith: History has clouded real issues
that have to do with the cost of buildings.
Every little bump and rwist and bend in
the building is absolutely anti-rationalist,
anti-reality in the sense of pocketbook
reality. The cute historical rebuild revival-
ism that's come from indirect historical
reference is heading the whole profession
out on a road that, in fact, has nothing to
do with Ronald Reagan in 1985.

In the Victor Condominium building
where vre put a facade on a box, the
building was built for $40 a foot, but the
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entire cost was $65 a foot. There's $25 a

square foot full of style. That has nothing
to do with 1985. Maybe if we can design
and build inexpensively, we can get back
to some solid, functional principles that
underlie post-modernism.

Rudolph: I'm not interested in modern
architecture. I'm not interested in post-
modern architecture. I'm interested in
architecture.

Blake: A funny thing happened to modern
architecture on its u,ay to America. The
modern movement in Europe was a very
serious, radical, Socialist effort to deal
with certain issues of population growth,
urban development, industrialization,
and so forth, that were clear and pressing
to all those who fought for modern archi-
tecture in the 1920s and '30s, and are
even clearer and more pressing to some
of us today. These are issues that will
not go away.

\7hat happened to this clear issue on
its way to America was this: two wealthy
gentlemen, Philip Johnson and Henry
Russell Hitchcock, u/ent on an exploration
of western Europe for the Rockefeller-
owned and operated Museum of Modern
Art. Being both intelligent and realistic,
they decided that the only way this radi-
cally Socialist movement could be sold to
the Rockefellers and \Mhitneys and their
friends was to transform it into a new
style, a new fashion, a new look. Some-
thing that was chic, a bit radically chic.
So this passionately concerned movement
was cleaned up and dressed up and re-
named the International Style. That's
what it's referred to as by MOMA and
her flacks to this day.

So there's nothing really surprising
about the fact that MOMA, and those
who are supported by the Modern and
who in turn support it, have been looking
for a new style and a new fashion, a new
look, a ne\I, superstar every couple of
years. But the facts of the human con-
dition won't go away. They're still with
us and they're not being addressed by
exterior decorators.

H.G. \Y/ells wrore, "I refuse ro play the
artist. I u,rite as straight as I can, just as I
walk as sraight as I can, because that is
the best way to get there." I'm convinced
that one reason so many of us architects
build such palpable rubbish is that our
critics-most of whom can neither think
nor write straight-are highly suspicious
of architects who build straight; architects
who build intelligently, seriously, re-
sponsibly and with total conviction. Most
of our critics believe that behind all those
impenetrable facades there must be
thought, there must be architecture. !7ell,
they may be wrong.
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SYSTEMS
.cA.95822

428'8060
QUALITY WINDOWS AND DOORS

Specity With Confidence
@

c7c
Z

STAIR SYSTEMS

PATENT #4004384
PRE-ENcINEERED * COMPETITMLY pRtCED

EASILY & ECONOMICALLY INSIALTED

High Rise Commercial. . .Offices. . .lnstitutional
Residential Buildings. . Smoke Towers

For additional information on Accu-Tred'" patented Stair Systems
call Doug Saysette. Sales Manager. Stair Division

! 800-242-z4zs ToLL FREE tN cALtFoRNtA

---":' L^ 
= 536 Cleveland Ave., Albany, Calilornia 94710

since 1e55 (415) 526-8560
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ConpBrrrroNs

Builders, architects, planners, designers
and developers are encouraged to submit
entries for the fifth annual Builder's
Choice design and planning awards pro-
gram sponsored by Builder magazine.
The deadline for receipt for all entry
material is June 21,L985. The fee is $125.
Contact Builder's Choice; 655 - l5r.h
Street, N.\(, Suite 475;\flashington, DC
20005 or call (202) Tl-0711.

A design competition solely for archi-
tectural students is being sponsored by
Classical America. The competition offers
$5,000 in prizes for structures designed
in the Greek and Roman classical tradi-
tion. Deadline for submissions is Sep-
tember 1,1985. Contact Classical America;
P.O. Box 821;Times Square Station; New
York, New York 10108.

A major, one-stage Design Competition
for a proposed $7.5 million complex for a

new Arizona Museum has been an-
nounced by the Arizona State Historical
Society. The competition winner will
receive a cash award of $10,000, and the
opportunity to negotiate a contract for
services for the project. Second and third
prizes will be $5,000 and $1,500 for
fourth place and $500 for fifth place.
Registration fee is gl5; deadline for regis-
tering is June 17, 1985. Contact the Design
Competition Administrator, Arizona
Historical Society, 1242 North Central
Avenue, Phoenix, A285004; (602) 255'
4470.

CoupureR Aropo DrsrcN
ErunaNcBS CnrRtrvrrv

Computers enhance design creativiry
say a majority of southern California
architects and engineers in a recent survey
conducted by the Los Angeles public
relations firm of Richard Lewis and As-
sociates. More than 70 percent of the
architects polled said that "usefulness"
and not price was the most important
factor in buying a comPuter.

The report predicted increased sales of
CAD systems. Thirty percent of the firms
with under 50 employees, and 40 percent
of the firms with over 50 employees, say

they will purchase a CAD system thi".
year. Almost 80 percent of the A/E firms
with less than 50 employees, and over 70
percent of the largest firms, claim they
will either purchase new CAD equipment
or upgrade existing systems in the next
five years. The survey also showed that
almost 90 percent of the smaller firms
currently have no CAD sYstem.
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The survey was commissioned earlier
this year by NE Systems '85, sponsors of
the nation's largest exhibit of CAD hard-
ware and sofrware scheduled for Anaheim
on June 4-7,1985. The findings were based
on a27 percent response from 350 ques-
tionnaires mailed to southern California
architects. Contact Richard Lewis at
(21.1.) 71191000 for more information.

Spnrnc CrEaNrNc

It's amazing what spring cleaning can
turn up. \7hen Richard and Phyllis Poper
went through their drawers of old
sketches, they discovered the original
presentation drawings and records of
Pacific Northwest architect Kirtland
Kelsey Cutter. In short order, the Eastern
\flashington State Historical Society was
making a video documentary and arrang-
ing for the exhibition of the "lost" docu-
ments at the Societyi museum in
Spokane, located in a Cutter-designed
house.

"Many of the Cutter drawings we
found in our office had no street address,"
said Phyllis Poper, who became involved
in the subsequent search for Cutter
homes in the Long Beach area. "\7e knew
what city they were in and who the origi-
nal owners were, but we didn't know the
exact locations. \X/e got a break when an
article appeared in the local newspaper.
Calls started coming in and now over J0
homes in the area have been documented
as Cutter-designed houses."

The Popers now u/ant to save the work-
ing drawings of contemporary architects.
\X/ith the cooperation of the Cabrillo
Chapter/AlA, the Popers are starting an
historical reference file. Every architect
in the Cabrillo Chapter is being asked to
fill in an index card giving directions that
would aid later historians in locating
their plans and drawings. Of course, this
requires the architects to actually find
their arrwork in the first place. But it is
spring, so who knows what may turn up?

Caprrar BurlorNcs Pracrn
ON NarrouaI, REGTsTER

The artists, craftsmen and architects
involved in building the Capitol Exten-
sion Group were honored in a ceremony
officially placing the two 1928 buildings
on the National Register of Historic
Places.

The Capitol Extension Group, located
next to the State Capitol in Sacramento,
is comprised of State Office Building 1

and the Library-Courts Building. The
San Francisco architecture/engineering
firm of Charles Peter lWeeks and \Tilliam

IMPROVE YOUR
CASH FLOW
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Architects May Differ Over Good Design, But They
Agree RD Crowell Is The Leader In A/E Insurance.

R.D. Crowell Insurance Agency
Professional Liability, Workman's Compensation, Auto, Office/Property Insurance

l)ick Crowell. Pyesident/3151 Airwa-v, tl.li/Costa ltesa. CA 92626t(714) 557.5234 (213) 620.1775

rd

The architectural lighting manufacturer
owned and managed by architects.

Designers and manufacturers of quality custom
and standard lighting for over thirty-one years.

Shaper Lighting Proclucts
2343 WELCOME AVE., RICHMOND, CA 94804

lN SAN DIEGO & IMPERIAL COUNTIES CONTACT: FAGAN-RABE, lNC. (619) 297-3266

=T
(415) 234-2370
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P. Day was selected from 64 enries in a
national design competition in 1918 to
design the Group. The project was guided
through a myriad of poiitical and financial
obstacles by State Architect George P.

McDougall.
The National Register application

prepared by architectural historian
Dorothy Regnery noted the contributions
of State Gardener \X/illiam Vortriede,
who did the landscaping, and New York
sculptor Edward E Sanford, who carved
the sculptures and pediments. The build
ings' terra cotta ornamentation was
created by the pioneer firm of Gladding
& McBean at Lincoln, California. These
historic State buildings are open to the
public during normal business hours.

AncurtBctuRAr RrvrBrv BoaRns-
Yes on No?

Are architectural design review boards
useful2 That depends on who you ask.
The city councils of Napa and St. Helena,
nestled in the scenic Napa Valley, recently
sent proposed ordinances establishing
design review boards to their planning
commissions for comment. The answers
came back: yes and no.

The Napa City Planning Commission
unanimously endorsed the new design
review law. \X4-rile several dozen members
of the audience expressed concern that
such a board would obsruct develop-
ment, the Commission disagreed.'A
design review board will help a developer
plan a project that has a good chance of
city approval," noted Commissioner David
Horvath. "It helps relieve public officials
from the responsibility for making deci-
sions on design questions they are not
qualified to pass upon."

St. Helenat Planning Commission, on
the other hand, recommended that the
law be changed to make it less "cumber-
some." "S7e're exploring new thoughts so
that it is less constrictive to the general
public," said Commission Chair Mary
Elizabeth Fryer. Another Commissioner,
Bill Savidge, was more direct: "I'm against
design review as a concept. I think the
city has done just fine without it." He
called the ordinance "an incredible ap-
proach-it will create standardization of
design as opposed ro innovation coming
out of individual expression."

As debate continues in the NapaValley,
the city council of Morgan Hill in the
Santa Clara Valley recently reaffirmed the
usefulness of its Architectural Review
Board. In voting to retain the ARB, the
city council noted that despite delays in
building project approvals, the city's
architectural style has improved since the
board was formed.
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PBODUCT LITERATURE

To receive literature on the products listed
below, circle lhe corresponding Reader
lnqui.y Number:

Accu-Tred Slair Systems, Curoco.
Circle 247 on Reader lnquiry Card.
Concrete Masonry Construction tor lndustrial
Parks, Concrete Masonry Association.
Circle 235 on Reader lnquiry Card.
Curoco Carports, Curoco.
Circle 236 on Reader tnquiry Card.
Ou?alite Mission Tile, Celotex-Marley.
Circle 237 on Reader lnquiry Card.
Gypsum Floor Underplacement, Gyp-Crete.
Circle 238 on Beader lnquiry Card.
Higgins Hollow Brick, Higgins Brick Co.
Circel 239 on Reader lnquiry Card.
Lifetile, Liletile Corporation.
Circle 240 on Reader lnquiry Card.
Luminarios, Ceramic Oesign lnc.
Circle 241 on Reader lnquiry Card.
MICRO/CFMS, Harper and Shuman lnc.
Circle 242 on Reader lnquiry Card.
Mini-Storage Systems, Cu?oco.
Circle 243 on Reader lnquiry Card.
Skylight Syslems, ODC lnc.
Ctcle 244 on Reader lnquiry Card.
Space-Maker Mezzanine Systems, Curoco.
Circle 245 on Reader lnquiry Card.
VESTAR Architectural Fabrica, ODC lnc.
Qircle 246 on Reader lnquiry Card.

Advertisers lndex
Association Administrators &
Consultants
Blomberg Window Systems
Cabot's Stains
Celotex Marley
Columbia Cascade Timber Company
Concrete Masonry Association
R.D. Crowell lnsurance Agency
Curoco
Delta Therm lnc.
Dynamic lsolation Systems lnc.
Engineered Components lncorporated
Flannery lnc.
Gyp-Crete
Harper and Shuman lnc.
Heath Cermics lnc.
Higgins Brick
Lifetile Corporation
Luminarios
Mclntyre Tile
H.C. Muddox Company
Muzak
ODC lnc.
Personal CAD Systems lnc.
PG&E
Professional Practice

lnsurance Brokers lnc.
Red Cedar Shingle &

Handsplit Shake Bureau
Redco
Ro-Tile lnc.
Shaper Lighting Products
Simplex Products
Stonelight Tile
United States Tile Co.
Willamette lndustries lnc.
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Come talk to us about them at theWorkspace'85
and AlAtrade shows.We'lltellyou allyou need to
know to apply for rebates in the three categories:

E New California Energy Standards for Office Build-
ings. New office buildings can earn a rebate of up to
$50,000 for compliance with the new California En-
ergy Standards which become mandatory in 1987.

E Energy Efficient Lighting. Non-office buildings can
earn rebates of up to $50,000 for installing energy
efficient lighting.

E Thermal Energy Storage (TES). Both new and exist-
ing non-residential buildings are eligible for up to
$150,000 in rebates for installatiqn of chilled water
or ice storage systems which shjft !oa-d-tq off-peak
hours.

Workspace'85: May l4 & 1 5, Moscone Cdnter,
Booths 1124d 1126 i

AIA Convention: June 9-12, Moscone Center ---__-_-t----r

Booth 200

r_-_-------f

r---i_----'----l--
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PcaE HAS REBATES

FOR NEW
CONSTRUCTION

PROJECTS.



PNOFILE.
Monterey Bay
Aquarium
Located in one ol the world's
most spectacular marine area.s,
the new Monterey Bay Aquarium
has received wide acclaim lor its
dramatic displays of over 5,500
regional marine species. ,n ils
first year of operation, the aquar-
ium is expected to be visited by
over one million people.

Situated on Monterey's tamous
Cannery RoW the Aquarium was
constructed on the site ot what
was lormerly the Bay's largest
cannery. Buiit at a cost of over
$60 million, the architectural
design of the aquarium success-
tully retains the historic f lavor of
the area while introducing a
number of innovative design
aspects.

Having supplied over 15,000
square feet ol tile for the aquar-
ium, Stonelight Tile is proud to
have been part of this exciting
endeavor.

Prciect Managet
Linda Rhodes, A.l.A.

Architects
Esherick, Homsey, Dodge & Davis

Project Architect
James Lattz

\

I
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E\-
lntefior Design
Marie Fisher
Marnie Wright

Gene|€,l ContJactor
Rudoll & Sletten
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Stonelight Tile
San Jose California 951 10 (408)292'7424
An ACI America Company

1651 Pomona Avenue Circle 225 on Reader lnquiry Card



RRETE

THE System to Specify in
Floor Underlayment for
New Construction or
Renovation

The Standard for Residential, Office
and Light Commercial Spaces.

. Fire control

. Sound control

. High strength

. Lightweight economy

. Sets in 90 minutes

. No shrinkage cracks

Cwering

3/4" Min

10" tlhod
Jcisi 16" o.c.

91/2" lnsuhlill (0P1.)

1/2'n 5/8' Gypslm Bcd ClErld

Sud

Gypsm Wallbcrd

Bor Corering

(1/2" h 3'1

$ruclural Subllmrsalsd

APPROVED DISTRIBUTORS OF

Southern California
Gypsum Floor Systems, Inc

P.O. Box 3836
La Mesa, CA92047

(619) 589-1113

Northern California
Gypsum Concrete Distributors

130 Sunset Boulevard
Hayward, C494547

(415) 357-0350

3 Million Lbs. of Dead Load Eliminated
. . . . by Using Perlite Cement Plaster

Using perlite aggregate instead of sand reduces portland cement

plaster weight 6 pounds per square foot.

Code approved, lightweight PERMALITE brand perlite-cement plasten

basecoats weigh less than 4 pounds a sguare foot. ldeal substrate
for stucco, ceramic tile, masonry veneers and synthetic coatings.

For f urther information and suqqested sDecifications , contact
our home office REDCO ll ll 831 Vose St. No. Hollywood,
CA 91605 or telephone (213) 875-0440
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t. FLAill{tRY Fast Mask rs the only all metal sell-maskrng
drywall trrm wrth a burlt-rn guarantee (no maskrng).

o Guaranlees to save you money
. Guaranlees a factory frnrsh.
. Guaranlees a faster tapetng applrcatron.
. Guaranlees a satrslred cuslomer.

2. FLAIIilERY Shadow Mold rs the perlect drywall acces-
sory to separate drywall lrom ac0ustrcal cerlrngs.
w00d panelrng. masonry. door & wrndow lrames, etc.
Avarlable rn electro-galvanrzed. ready-for-patnt. or
parnted whrle. black or brown.

3. tlAllilERY 1':" x I'r" Drywall Angle rs very versatrle &
especrally ellectrvc lor tramerng columns. cerlrngs &
bea m s.

4. FLA[[ERY Plaster Screeo & Control Jornt rs avarlable rn

a vailety ol wrdths lrom'r" lo 3". and a chorce ol
grounds lrom '2". rr" 0r, a" wrth sh0rt llange or
expanded 12" x 12" rnterseclrons are avarlable on
specral orders.

5. rLlilt{E8Y Drrp M0ld & Screed prevents sollrt starns. r."
& ;s" grounds are avatlable rn short llange & expanded

A Complele Line ol l)rywall & Lathing Screws

.fiorr,""* a

FAST MAS(

I 1234 tLEX AVEltUt pAC0tt[A. cA 91331
8l I / 899,5557
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Ss Oi€go Trust & Savangs. Rarcho Be.Edq CA; Architst. E.F. C@k & Asiabsi
Oo€iop€r Martin Wilgni Tile: 2-Pise Mison, B€rnardo Elend with 13q6 Buft

CI,AV TI LE
timeless beouty ond protecfion

The world's most beautiful roofs are clay tile.

Through the centuries clay tile has been a preferred roofing
material for all types of buildings, offering an aesthetic blend of

beauty and function. Top off your next design with clay tile*
an investment in enduring quality and protection. The only thing

better than clay tile is quality clay tile by United States Tile
Company. Call or write for our new catalog.

Manufacturing: PO. Box 1509,909 Railroad St.
Corona, CA 91 720 (714\ 737-O2OO

Sales: 215 E. Commonwealth Ave.
Fullerton, CA 92632 (7 1 4) 773-9161
Tempe, AZ (602) 968-7659

Authentic Clay Rooting Tile

Unitedftotes Tile Co.

Circl6 229 on R.ad6r lnquiry Card Clrclo 230 on Roado, lnqulry Card

UNIQUE
HANDCRAFTED
LIGHTING
Ceramic
Copper
Brass
Glass

LUMINARIOS,TM
342 W. Sunset
San Antonio, fi
78209
512/824-557?
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